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Chinese dialects: Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan, do not differentiate the alveolar nasal
from the alveolar lateral. Native speakers of these dialects have difficulty in both
perceiving and producing the two sounds in English, even after years of experience.
This study investigates if a short-term auditory training would improve the ability
to perceptually identify English [n] and [l] by Chinese dialect learners of English across
four vowel contexts and two syllable structures. An acoustic experiment is also carried
out to examine the production of these two sounds in English by both American English
(AE) speakers and by Xinan speakers. Both temporal and spectral dimensions of [n] and
[l] are measured and compared between AE and Xinan speakers.
The perceptual experiment finds that Chinese dialect speakers demonstrated
varying degrees of difficulty in perceiving [n] and [l], which is a function of their native
dialects. Vowel contexts and syllable structures both affect the accuracy of identification
for speakers of Jianghuai, Xinan, and Gan. Acoustic analysis indicates that production of
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[n] and [l] by Xinan speakers differ in certain dimensions such as F2 bandwidth and
formant intensity, the number of which, however, is much less than that of the AE
speakers. The results indicate that although Xinan speakers’ perceptual ability was
improved after training, their production remains unchanged. Implications of the results
and suggestions for future research are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Languages differ in terms of the number of consonants and phonetic properties that
are used to distinguish consonants in their phonological inventories. Such differences
have implications as to how adults who are learning a second language (L2) perceive and
produce consonants, especially those whose phonetic qualities are not represented in a
listener’s native language (L1). Previous literature has established that adult L2 learners
often have difficulty perceiving and producing consonants that are found in the L2 but
not in their L1. A frequently cited and well-documented example is the perception and
production of English liquids, / / and /l/, by adult Japanese speakers. Specifically,
Japanese learners of English-as-an-L2 have been reported to have difficulty in both
perceiving and producing this English contrast because their native language lacks such a
distinction (Miyawaki et al. 1975). Failure to perceive and produce L2 consonants in a
native-like fashion among adult L2 learners has led some researchers to hypothesize that
a critical period exists for L2 speech learning (Lenneberg 1967; Scovel 1969; Patkowski
1989). However, even after years of research, it remains unclear whether such a critical
period exists, and if it does, whether it is conditioned by biological or environmental
factors. Thus, L2 speech perception and production difficulties could arise from one or
more of the following factors: (a) a deterioration, slowing, or complete loss of some basic
speech learning mechanism(s) (Lenneberg 1967); (b) inadequate L2 phonetic input (Flege
1995); (c) similarities and differences between the L1 and L2 phonological systems (Best
1995). If the human speech learning mechanism is reduced or lost after a critical period,
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one might reasonably ask if adult L2 learners are capable of learning to perceive or
produce L2 speech sounds accurately.
The overall goal of this dissertation is to examine the efficacy of short-term
laboratory training on the perception and production of a non-native consonant contrast
by adult learners of English. Specifically, it investigated the ability to perceive the
English [l] and [n] distinction by native speakers of three different Chinese dialects
whose L1 phonological systems do not include such contrast. To our knowledge, this
study is among the first to systematically compare and contrast the perception of English
[l] and [n] among the three groups of native Chinese listeners. Before discussing the
design of this study, a brief overview of Chinese dialect classification systems, and of the
three dialects under investigation, will be presented.
The Chinese Language
Chinese refers to the language used by the Han nationality. The Han nationality is
one of fifty-six ethnic groups in China, and accounts for more than 90% of the total
population. The other fifty-five ethnic groups are usually referred to as minority
nationalities, and most have their own spoken languages (e.g., Tibetan of the SinoTibetan family, Uygur, Mongolian and Xibe of the Altaic family; Tajik and Russian of
the Indo-European family; De’ang (Benglong) and Wa of the Austroasiatic family, as
well as Austronesian languages spoken in Taiwan (Wurm and Li et. al. 1987)).
Based on regional, social and historical factors, varieties of Chinese, as opposed to
separate languages outlined above, are commonly regarded as dialects instead of separate
languages (Chappell 2001, Wurm and Li et. al. 1987, Yuan 1960) despite a lack of
mutual intelligibility among some of them (Yip 2002). Although dialects differ in spoken
forms, they all share one writing system in official uses and education. This uniformity in
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the writing system has served as a culturally unifying force for thousands of years.
Chappell (2001) stated that the uniform written medium “has reinforced the belief that
the spoken varieties in China are dialects of the one language rather than related
languages” (2001: 4). Regarding dialectal classification of Chinese, some researchers
claim that there are eight dialect families in Chinese (Wurm and Li et. al. 1987); while
others propose a classification of seven dialect families (Yuan 1960, Norman 1988, Hou
2005). This dissertation adheres to the eight-family classification system proposed by
Wurm et al. (1987). The eight dialect families are listed as follows, and their geographic
distribution is shown in Figure 1-1, in which areas numbered as 1 are places where
languages other than Chinese are spoken:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Northern Chinese (Mandarin)
Jin
Xiang
Gan
Wu
Min
Kejia (Hakka)
Yue (Cantonese)
The difference between the ways of classification, i.e. seven- and eight-family

classification systems, lies in the classification of Jin spoken in the northwestern area in
China. Jin is classified as a separate dialect in the eight-dialect system, and a sub-dialect
within one dialect family (Mandarin) in the seven-dialect system. Except for this
difference, the two classification systems agree on the distinction between Mandarin and
the other dialects.
Mandarin Chinese
In general, Mandarin deviates to a greater extent from the ancient Chinese than
other dialects. To differentiate Mandarin from the other dialects, Hou (2005) describes
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eight unique characteristics of Mandarin. (1) Voiced consonants in ancient Chinese
disappeared and changed into voiceless counterparts in Mandarin. (2) Fricatives and
affricates are only aspirated when bearing level tones. (3) Three syllable-final nasals /m/,
/n/, and / / in ancient Chinese have merged into two in Mandarin: /n/ and / /. (4) There
are fewer lexical tones in Mandarin than other dialects (except in Jianghuai and Xinan).
Besides phonological differences, Mandarin also differs from other dialects in its lexicon
and grammar. (5) Mandarin uses a different word for general reference of the third person
singular pronoun. (6) When referring to domestic animals and fowl, the lexeme that
indicates the gender precedes the name. (7) In addition to tonal differences, for certain
disyllabic words Mandarin and other dialects show opposite compounding order (i.e.,
cauliflower is called [

] in Mandarin, whereas is called [

] in other

dialects). (8) Syntactically, when a verb takes two accusatives: a person and an object, the
accusative denoting a person precedes the object in Mandarin, whereas the object comes
before the person in other dialects.
As shown in Figure 1-1, the shaded area is where Mandarin is spoken. It is evident
from the atlas that geographically, Mandarin claims the largest expanse of territory;
covering most areas in northern, central, and southwestern China. The other seven dialect
families fall into near complementary geographic distribution with Mandarin, covering
the northwestern, southeast and southern parts of China. Moreover, Mandarin has the
most speakers with almost 73% of the total population in China.
Covering a vast geographic area and claiming a large number of speakers,
Mandarin presents a very complex situation in terms of further classification into sub-
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dialects. In terms of regional distribution, historical development, and linguistic features,
Mandarin is further divided into eight sub-dialects (Wurm and Li, et. al. 1987):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Beijing
Dongbei (Northeast)
Jiaoliao
Jilu
Zhongyuan (Central Prairie)
Lanyin
Jianghuai
Xinan (Southwest)

Although mutual intelligibility across dialect families is low, as speakers from different
regions in the south cannot understand each other without the help of Putonghua (the
Common Language), Mandarin displays a high degree of mutual intelligibility among its
varieties. Speakers from the northernmost provinces can communicate with those from
the southwestern provinces without referring to Putonghua, or with little accommodation
(Yuan 1960, Wurm and Li, et. al. 1987).
Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan
In this dissertation, one dialect of Chinese and two sub-dialects of Mandarin were
investigated: Gan, Jianghuai, and Xinan. Gan is one of the six southern dialects, and it is
mainly spoken in the province of Jiangxi (as shown in Figure 1-1). Jianghuai, a subdialect of Mandarin, is mainly spoken in areas to the north of the Yangtze River in Anhui
and Jiangsu Provinces, and also the areas between the Yangtze River and the city of
Zhenjiang (as shown in Figure 1-1). Xinan, another sub-dialect of Mandarin, is mainly
spoken in six southern provinces: Hubei (Southeast areas are excluded), Sichuan,
Yunnan, Guizhou, northwest of Guangxi, and northwest of Hunan (as shown in Figure 11). For purposes of convenience, the three varieties will henceforth be referred to simply
as ‘dialects’, as opposed to one dialect and two sub-dialects.
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The three dialects differ phonologically in several ways; such as in their number of
consonants and tones, as well as in their lexicons (Hou 2005, Yuan 1960). The phonetic
realization of /n/ and /l/ is one of the major classifying distinctions among these dialects.
Across all eight Chinese dialect families, /n/ and /l/ can be found as separate phonemes,
but this contrast does not exist, or is only partially maintained in certain phonetic
contexts, in the three dialects of interest: Gan, Jianghuai, and Xinan. The lack of a
distinction between /n/ and /l/ in certain word-initial position in Gan was documented as
early as the 1940s by Zhao (1948). Moreover, Zhao’s fieldwork in the cities of Wuchang
(Xinan), Hankou (Xinan), and Hanyang (Xinan) showed that in Xinan there was no
distinction between /n/ and /l/, with [n] accounting for the majority of realizations. The
merger of /l/ and /n/ is also evident in some areas where Wu and Xiang dialects are
spoken (Yuan 1960). Yuan also reported that the mixing between /n/ and /l/ varies in the
southern areas. In Nanjing (Jianghuai), [n] occurred only in word-final position, whereas
[l] occurred only word-initially. In Chongqing (Xinan), /l/ was not found in the sound
system at all.
Table 1-1 and Table 1-2 show the phoneme inventories of Gan, Jianghuai, and
Xinan. Except for /n/ and / / in Xinan and Gan, and /p/, /t/, /k/ in Gan, all other
consonants are not allowed to appear in the coda of a syllable, and no consonant clusters
of any kind are legal in any of the dialects. For vowels, all high vowels can be combined
with other non-high vowels except the central vowel to form diphthongs.
In summary, the distribution of /l/ and /n/ varies in the three dialects of interest.
Unlike in Putonghua where the /l/ and /n/ is phonemically contrastive, [n] and [l] are
allophones of a single phoneme in Jianghuai. It is realized as [l] syllable-initially, and as
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[n] syllable-finally. In Xinan, only one phoneme of the pair remains: /n/ occurs at both
syllable initial and final positions; /l/ is entirely absent from the phonological system. The
distribution of /n/ and /l/ is more complex in Gan: while the contrast is maintained when
preceding high vowels; [n] and [l] occur in free variation in all other environments, and
/l/ is not allowed in syllable-final position.
An Overview of the Study
Research Questions
The overall goal of this study was to investigate the ability of adult native speakers
of Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan dialects to perceptually identify English [l] and [n]. It also
aimed to test if laboratory training would improve these speakers’ perception of the nonnative pair of contrast. The carry-over effect of perceptual training to production was
also examined. Specifically, this research was guided by the following questions:
•

Research question 1: Do Chinese dialect speakers have difficulty in perceptually
identifying English [l] and [n] as predicted by current speech perception models?

•

Research question 2: Does their identification accuracy vary as a function of their
native dialect?

•

Research question 3: Is their identification accuracy influenced by such phonetic
contexts as vowel environment and syllable structure?

•

Research question 4: Will their identification accuracy improve after training?
Would the amount of improvement vary as a function of L1 background?

•

Research question 5: What are the acoustic cues American English speakers use to
distinguish [l] and [n] in their production?

•

Research question 6: Will Xinan speakers be able to distinguish English [l] and [n]
in production after perceptual training?

Research Design
To answer the six research questions, the research is designed as follows. The
ability to perceptually distinguish the English [l] and [n] among native speakers of
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Jianghuai (n = 15), Xinan (n = 18) and Gan (n = 7) dialects before and after perceptual
training was investigated. Five speakers of northern Mandarin sub-dialects were also
included as controls in the pre-test of the perception experiment. The general design of
the perception experiment included four phases: a pre-test phase, a perceptual training
phase, a post-test phase and a generalization phase. During the pre-test phase, the ability
to identify English [l] and [n] in natural stimuli by all participants was assessed. In the
perceptual training phase, participants of Jianghuai, Xinan, and Gan were trained to
identify English [l] and [n] using the same stimuli as those used in the pre-test. After 4
days of training, their ability to identify English [l] and [n] was evaluated in a post-test
phase. The post-test procedure was identical to the pre-test procedure. Furthermore, to
assess whether the effectiveness of the training transferred to stimuli produced by
different talkers, the participants’ identification of English [l] and [n] was assessed again
during a generalization phase.
Unlike some previous studies (Bradlow et al. 1997), the issue of whether improved
perception skill after training will be readily transferred to production skill without
further production training was not one of our original research questions. Therefore, a
comparison of English [l] and [n] production by speakers of Jianghuai, Xinan, and Gan
before and after the perceptual training was not part of our original research protocol.
Nonetheless, six Xinan speakers were available the day after the post-test to provide
production data. To see whether Xinan speakers distinguished English [l] and [n] in their
production after perceptual training, their production was acoustically analyzed and
compared to those of native speakers of American English. It is important to note,
however, that if a distinction between the English [l] and [n] is evident among Xinan
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speakers’ production, it is inconclusive to interpret the distinction as the result of training.
However, if no distinction is realized, it may be concluded that the effectiveness of the
perceptual training did not transfer to production immediately after the training.
In the following chapters, I will first discuss and compare the articulatory and
acoustic features of the English [l] and [n]. Next, I will review theoretical models in L2
speech perception and how each model proposes to account for the difficulty posed by
the English /l/ and /n/ in Chinese dialect speakers’ L2 perception. In Chapter 4, I will
focus on the perception experiment. First, research questions will be elaborated, and
predictions and hypotheses will be proposed. Next, the methodology adapted in the
perception experiment will be described and justified. Then, results will be presented and
discussed. In the following chapter, Chapter 5, I will focus on the acoustic analysis on the
American speakers and Xinan speakers. Results and implications will be discussed. In the
last chapter (Chapter 6), I will conclude the whole dissertation. Implications as well as
drawbacks of the current study will be addressed. Future research will also be proposed.

Figure 1-1 Atlas of Chinese dialects and distribution of sub-dialects of Mandarin,
redrawn based on the description in Wurm and Li, et al. 1987, and Hou 2005.
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Table 1-1 Consonants in Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan (Yuan 1960).

Table 1-2 Vowels in Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan (Yuan 1960).

CHAPTER 2
ARTICULATORY AND ACOUSTIC FEATURES OF ENGLISH /l/ AND /n/
The consonant systems of many of the world’s languages contain a voiced lateral
approximant and a nasal consonant. According to the UCLA Phonological Segment
Inventory Database (UPSID), 122 out of 317 languages have a voiced dental/alveolar
lateral approximant /l/, and 155 languages include a voiced dental/alveolar nasal /n/ in
their consonant inventories (Maddieson, 1984). Additionally, /l/ and /n/ constitute a
phonemic contrast in many of these languages, for example, English, German, Romanian,
Sinhalese, Hausa. The contrast between /l/ and /n/ is also evident in many dialects of the
Chinese language, for example, northern sub-dialects of Mandarin, Jin. Such a distinction
is, however, absent or not completely maintained in the three dialects of interest:
Jianghuai, Xinan, and Gan. In Jianghuai, the phonemic inventory contains only /l/, which
has two allophones: [l] in syllable initial positions and [n] in syllable final positions. In
Xinan, only /n/ appears in the system and it does not have allophones. In Gan, /l/ and /n/
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contrast before high vowels, but are in free variation in other vowel conditions. Recall
that the goal of this dissertation is the perception of English [l] and [n] by speakers of the
three dialects of interest. As there has been few researches devoting to a direct
comparison between /l/ and /n/ in English, before addressing the study on the perception
and production of these two sounds, this chapter will discuss and compare them in terms
of their articulatory and acoustic characteristics.
In the first section, articulatory and acoustic characteristics of /l/ are reviewed and
discussed. Although there are two allophonic variations in English /l/, namely the
prevocalic [l] as in the word “light”, and a postvocalic [l] as in the word “feel”, only the
prevocalic allophone [l], also referred to as the ‘light’ [l], will be discussed here as this is
the focus of the dissertation. Section 2 discusses articulatory and acoustic properties of
/n/. Acoustic characteristics of /l/ and /n/ are then compared and contrasted in section 3;
and finally, a discussion of additional acoustic dimensions that serve to distinguish /l/ and
/n/ is presented.
Articulatory and Acoustic Features of English [l]
English [l] is phonetically described as a lateral because it is produced with the tip
of the tongue forming a mid-line closure at or near the alveolar ridge, allowing airflow to
escape on either side of the occlusion (i.e., lateral release) (Kent and Read 1992).
According to Stevens (1998), this splitting of the airway results in certain acoustic
characteristics in the middle and higher frequencies which serve to differentiate the
spectra of [l] from other speech sounds, especially glides and vowels. Specifically, it is
hypothesized that such bifurcation of the vocal cavity divides energy of the source (i.e.
the vibrating vocal folds) into two channels other than the main route (Hayward 2000,
Stevens 1998), which introduces antiformants or zeros (i.e. negative peaks or a gap in the
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acoustic output) into the lateral resonance, as illustrated in Figure 2-1). As shown in this
figure, the antiformant or zero cancels the formant or pole, causing a drop in the acoustic
intensity of the sound.
This hypothesis has been confirmed by empirical studies on lateral sounds. For
instance, Kent and Read (1992) reported a lack of lower frequency energy than
surrounding vowels for English [l] resulting from antiformants caused by the interaction
of the sound waves in the two lateral cavities. In addition to a lower-range energy
reduction, Stevens (1998:546) reported that antiformants for [l] might also occur within
the frequency range of 2200-4400 Hz, but that the precise value depended on the length
of the side-branch (the air trapped on top of the tongue). Possible locations of
antiformants in an English word “Lee” is shown in Figure 2-2. The antiformants are
located approximately at 1700, 2700 Hz, and 3800 Hz respectively.
In sum, the configuration of the vocal tract during the production of [l] introduces both
poles (formants) and zeros (antiformants) in its acoustic output spectrum.
Formant frequencies of English [l] have been measured in a number of previous
studies. Table 2-1 shows mean formant frequencies (F1, F2 and F3) of [l] from three
different studies (Lehiste 1964, Nolan 1983, Stevens 1998). According to Lehiste (1964),
the frequency of the first formant (F1) of [l] measured at the glottal pulse following the
constriction release is usually higher than that of other approximants such as [j] or [w].
The second formant (F2) has been found in some studies to be similar in frequency to F2
in [ ] (Kent and Read 1992) but with a larger bandwidth (Stevens and Blumstein 1994;
Stevens 1998). The larger bandwidth or broad resonance peaks in the spectrum of [l] are
due to its articulatory properties: the bifurcation of the vocal cavity results in a greater
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surface area available in the vocal tract for the production of [l] compared to other nonlateral and non-nasal sounds. Therefore, more sound energy is absorbed and the
amplitude of [l] is lowered (Stevens 1998). Additionally, the narrow constriction for [l]
introduces acoustic losses that increase the F1 bandwidth (Stevens, 1998).
In addition to spectral features differences, the articulatory configuration of [l]
creates unique temporal characteristics when compared to other non-lateral sounds. Two
of these characteristics, which provide essential cues to differentiate [l] from other
approximants and stops, are the rate of consonant-vowel (CV) transition and the duration
of formant transitions. Dalston (1975) suggested that the tongue contact involved in the
articulation of [l] might account for F1 and F2 being longer in [l] than other
approximants, and that the rapid movement of the tongue tip may be the cause of shorter
and rapid F1 transitions in [l]. Furthermore, Lehiste (1964) found a rapid rise in F1
which she considered a strong cue for identifying /l/ compared to other approximants like
/j/ or /w/.
Tongue movement has also been attributed to spectral differences. The rapid
movement of the tongue tip from the alveolar ridge during the production of [l] may be
responsible for a sharp spectral discontinuity at the offset of a prevocalic [l]. According
to Johnson (2002), this abrupt acoustic discontinuity is presumably due to the abrupt
movement of the tongue tip as it leaves the alveolar ridge, thereby producing a single
central cavity rather than two lateral ones. Additionally, spectral discontinuities have
been considered typical of prevocalic laterals (Lehiste 1964).
Phonetic Factors in [l] Perception and Production
Phonetic properties of [l] have also been shown to be affected by syllable structure
and vowel contexts (Fant 1960, Lehiste1964). For example, Lehiste (1964) reported that
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a syllable-final [l] seems to have a smaller F2-F1 space than a syllable-initial [l].
Additionally, Stevens and Blumstein (1994) found that F1 and F2 frequencies in prestressed laterals varied depending on the formant frequencies of the following vowel;
[l]’s F2 is higher before a front vowel and its F1 is higher before a low vowel. [l]’s F1
may also be close to the F1 frequency of [I] (Kent and Read 1992). In other words, the
formant structure of a lateral interacts with that of an adjacent vowel: the first three
formants of a prevocalic [l] anticipate those of the following vowel.
Syllable Position
Regarding the effect of syllable structure on the phonetic properties of [l],
O’Connor et al. (1957) reported that there is a more significant energy change between
the lateral [l] and the following vowels if the lateral was not in a cluster with another
consonant, and was syllable-initial. On the other hand, O’Connor et al. (1957) found that
if the lateral was in a cluster with another consonant, there would be a greater energy
change between [l] and the following vowel if the preceding consonant was voiced; in
this environment, the lateral is also completely voiced.
Summary
The English lateral [l] is produced with a mid-line tongue-tip constriction allowing
sound to radiate through both or either side of the lateral openings. Such midline
bifurcation of the vocal tract introduces antiformants, increases formant bandwidth, and
decreases the overall amplitude of [l] relative to that of vowels and other non-lateral
consonants. Finally, the rapid movements of the tip of the tongue away from the alveolar
ridge during the production of [l] leads to abrupt spectral discontinuity from [l] to the
following vowel and a relatively short and rapid F1 transition. The features described
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above are unique to [l]; as such, they play a role in a listener’s ability to perceive [l] from
other non-lateral consonants.
Articulatory and Acoustic Features of English [n]
The production of the English voiced alveolar nasal [n] requires an occluded oral
cavity, a lowered velum and a radiation of sound through the nasal cavity. The vocal
tract extends from the glottis to the nostrils, and the oral cavity behind the articulatory
closure functions as the side-branch (Fujimura and Erickson 1997).
The velopharyngeal opening and the accompanying occluded oral cavity during the
production of [n] cause sound to radiate exclusively through the nose and gives rise to the
acoustic feature of a nasal murmur (Kent and Read 1992). Similar to vowels, the nasal
murmur contains a number of spectral peaks or formants. However, the amplitude of
these formants is much weaker than that of the vowel formants. The only formant in the
nasal murmur that has amplitude comparable to that of the vowel formants is the lowfrequency formant typically referred to as the nasal formant (Kent and Read 1992). In
other words, the nasal murmur is characterized by a dominant low-frequency (around 300
Hz) formant, namely the nasal formant and a number of much weaker formants at higher
frequencies.
Similar to the bifurcation of the vocal tract in the articulation of [l], the
involvement of both oral and the nasal cavities during the articulation of [n] produces
antiformants in its resonance (Hayward 2000, Kent and Read 1992). Specifically, the
coupling between the nasal and the oral passage at the velopharyngeal port causes the
formation of antiformants.
The frequencies of the antiformants depend on the length of the nasal cavity which
extends from the uvular to the nares and have an average spacing of 1400 Hz for adult
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males. According to Stevens (1997), the first antiformant might occur in the range of
250-300 Hz, and the second in the range of 1500-1800 Hz.
Figure 2-3 below illustrates possible locations of antiformants in the spectra of an
English word “knee” taken at the mid-point of [n]. One antiformant is below 500 Hz and
the other one is at around 1700 Hz.
The antiformants are, however, barely measurable through conventional spectral
analysis such as LPC (Linear Prediction Coefficient), partly because they are often
disguised by the formant structure of the nasal sound, or filled up by background noise
(Johnson 2002). Johnson suggests that it is unlikely that the human auditory system could
pick up on anti-resonance as the cue for perceiving nasals.
As mentioned above, besides the low-frequency nasal formant, the antiformants,
the spectrum of the nasal murmur also contains formants in higher frequency region.
According to Kent and Read (1992), similar to the antiformants, the formants of the nasal
cavity (the resonator) are determined by the length of the cavity extending from the
uvular to the nares, which is estimated to be approximately 12.5 cm in adult males. Thus,
the spacing between nasal formants is approximately 1400 Hz. As stated above, the
amplitude of these higher-frequency formants are, however, much weaker when
compared to the amplitude of the vowel formants.
A reduction in the amplitude of higher formants in the nasal murmur is due to the
coupling between the oral and nasal cavities. As already mentioned, the coupling of the
two cavities introduces antiformants into the nasal spectrum. According to Johnson
(2003), the presence of an antiformant reduces the amplitude of all other formants above
it. Additionally, the coupling of the nasal and the oral cavity results in increased surface
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area and additional volumes, which absorb more energy than non-nasal sounds. Thus, it
weakens the formants of [n] and widens their bandwidth. Such weakening effect shows
up in the output spectrogram as overall lower amplitude of the [n] than surrounding
vowels.
Although nasals have relatively low amplitude compared to surrounding vowels,
variations in amplitude do not seem to affect the perception of nasals in certain vowel
contexts. Abramson et al. (1979) found a statistically insignificant shift in the position of
the boundary along a synthesized [d]-[n] continuum in high and low vowel contexts. To
account for this shift between oral and nasal boundaries, they hypothesized that low
vowels require a larger area of velopharyngeal coupling in order that the listeners
perceive the consonant as being nasal, but that the magnitude of boundary shift due to
loudness level is insufficient to account for the oral-nasal category boundary between
open and close vowels.
In summary, the occlusion of the oral cavity accompanied by the opening of the
velopharyngeal port generates the so-called ‘nasal murmur’ during the production of a
nasal consonant. The nasal murmur is characterized by a dominant low-frequency
resonance commonly referred to as a ‘nasal formant’ and a number of weaker formants at
higher frequencies.
Comparison of English /n/ and /l/
A direct comparison of the acoustic properties of [n] and [l] is relatively sparse in
the speech acoustic literature. Acoustically, laterals are most similar to nasals because the
source (the glottis) is the same and the filter function contains antiformants due to the
bifurcation of the vocal cavity (nasal and oral tracts in case of [n]; lateral branches of [l])
(Ladefoged 2003: 145). As discussed above, when compared to vowels and other non-
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nasal and non-lateral consonants, both [l] and [n] have a relatively low acoustic energy
with a predominantly low-frequency concentration.
From an acoustic point of view, Coleman (1998) claims that /l/ and /n/ constitute a
natural class in both having additional spectral zeros between F2 and F3, which are
caused by side-branches in articulation as discussed earlier. [l] and [n] also have similar
spectra: the F3 locus for [l] in onset positions is as high as that of [n], and both have a
similar formant-antiformant pair in a higher frequency range; furthermore, most of the
energy is in the low frequencies, with damped higher formants for both sounds (Lass
1996).
Such acoustic similarity has been reported to cause confusion between nasals and
laterals in automatic recognition studies focusing on the distinction between /n/ and /l/,
the latter of which is the only class of approximants that shares the features +sonorant,
+voice and –syllabic with nasals. Mermelstein (1977) reported that /l/ and / / before high
vowels were often confused with nasals in machine recognition. Similar confusion has
also been confirmed by more recent studies (Espy-Wilson 1992, Pruthi 2004). According
to these researchers, a majority of the misclassifications of nasals occurs when nasals
appear in a context with high frequency energy such as a low vowel /

/. Autonomous

recognition research has, thus, suggested that currently known cues are not adequate for
successful discrimination between /n/ and /l/. An investigation into more robust and
unambiguous acoustic cues in the distinction between nasals and laterals is warranted.
The articulation of [n] and [l] differs in important ways. First, unlike [l], sound
energy is radiated only through the nasal passage during the articulation of [n], producing
a nasal formant (250-300Hz) in the spectrum for a nasal murmur. Second, the velum
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remains lowered shortly after the production of [n], causing the following vowels to
become nasalized to a varying degree. Nasals have been shown to affect surrounding
vowels due to slow movement of the velum. Acoustically, the reduction in amplitude of
F1 has been observed to be the primary cue of nasalization (Fant 1960, House and
Stevens 1956). House et al. (1956) used synthetic perceptual stimuli to show that F1
amplitude lowered by 6-8 dB was necessary to achieve a significant level of nasality
perception.
Hawkins and Stevens (1984) investigated the distinction between nasal and oral
vowels in a perceptual experiment of listeners from four language backgrounds. Based on
their results, they postulated that there is a basic acoustic property of nasality,
independent of vowels, to which the auditory system responds in a distinctive way
regardless of language background. Also there are one or more additional acoustic
properties that may be used to varying degrees in different languages to enhance the
contrast between a nasal and an oral vowel. Hawkins and Stevens (1984) proposed that
the degree of prominence of the spectral peak in the vicinity of the F1 was the basic
differing acoustic property. Shifts in the center of gravity of the low-frequency spectral
prominence were also considered important in the nasal vs. non-nasal distinction.
Transitional segments, both before and after the nasal murmur, are also effective as
cues for detecting the nasal as a class, as the nasal quality is slightly prolonged; albeit
transitions to nasals are relatively short, generally not exceeding 50 ms (Mermelstein,
1977). Nasalization in natural speech can also give rise to changes in the spectrum at
higher frequencies. There may be shifts in the frequencies of higher formants,
modifications in the amplitudes of the spectral peaks, as well as the introduction of
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additional spectral peaks. These changes in the acoustic spectrum at high frequencies,
however, do not seem to be as consistent across different speakers and vowels as those in
the vicinity of the F1 (Hawkin and Stevens 1984). This lack of consistency was attributed
to individual differences in the anatomy of the nasal cavity.
The third difference between [n] and [l] is the configuration of the tongue.
Articulation of [l] involves the sides of the tongue, as well as an alveolar constriction. [n]
shares the alveolar constriction, but does not involve lowering the center and curling
sides of the tongue. The different articulations of [l] and [n] result in different transitions
to any following vowels. More specifically, during the few tens of milliseconds following
the consonantal release, the rate of release of the tip of the tongue would be similar for
both, but the downward movement of the lateral edges would be different (Stevens
1998). Thus, an analysis of the two sounds at the consonantal release should provide
more information on the difference between the two. Spectral analysis of the glottal
pulses immediately near the release or the CV transition onset has been investigated, and
has proved effective in the perception of place of articulation for nasals (Kurowski and
Blumstein 1984). They also found that the highest performance scores of correct
identification by listeners were obtained when the stimuli consisted of the last three
glottal pulses of the murmur and the first three glottal pulses of the transition in a CV
syllable.
The fourth difference between [l] and [n] is concerned with their energy
distribution. Although both exhibit predominantly low-frequency concentrations, their
energies distributed in the higher frequency region may differ. Stevens (1998: 547) points
out that
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Small changes in the frequency of the zero can give rise to large changes
in the amplitudes of the spectral peaks corresponding to the poles in
higher-frequency region (1500 to 4000 Hz). Consequently, when the
vocal tract is in the lateral configuration, considerable variability can be
expected in the spectral shape in the frequency range of 2500 to 4000 Hz.
Therefore an examination of overall energy distribution may yield interesting results;
warranting a look at spectral moments.
Spectral Moments
Spectral moments aim at capturing “both local (mean frequency) and global
(spectral tilt and peakedness) aspects of speech sounds” (Jongman et al. 2000: 1253).
Spectral moments include four components: Center of Gravity (COG), Standard
Deviation (SD), Skewness, and Kurtosis.
Center of gravity: The first moment, Center of Gravity, is a measure of where the
center of the energy concentration produced by the constriction lies. It provides
information about the average concentration of energy (Forrest et al. 1988, Jongman et al.
2000).
Standard deviation: The second moment, Standard Deviation, is a measure of how
much the energy spreads out from the Center of Gravity. It indicates the range in energy
concentration.
Skewness: The third moment, Skewness, is a measure of how much the shape of the
distribution below the Center of Gravity differs from the shape of the distribution above
the Center of Gravity. It provides information about the tilt of the energy distribution
(Forrest et al. 1988). A value of ‘0’ points to a symmetry around the mean; ‘positive’
values denote that the right tail of the distribution extends further than the left tail,
whereas a ‘negative’ skewness implies that the left tail extends further than the right tail
(Jongman et al. 2000).
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Kurtosis: The fourth moment, Kurtosis, is a measure of how much the distribution
differs from a Gaussian shape in terms of the peakedness of the central section. It
indicates the peakedness of the energy distribution (Forrest et al. 1988); negative values
are an indication of a flat spectrum, while positive values are a sign of a spectrum with
clearly defined peaks (Jongman et al. 2000).
Two primary factors affect the outcome of spectral moments: the bandpass filter
and window length in spectrum analysis. Generally, a 30-ms window fits best for speech
spectrum analysis (Carter 2002, Stevens 1998). Details of the filter applied to the
spectrum have an important role in the outcome of a moment analysis. This is particularly
true in the case of liquids (Carter 2002). There is, however, no generally accepted
standard for selecting regions of spectra. Indeed, some analysts select more than one
fixed window to act as a bandpass filter on the spectrum before a center of gravity
analysis is performed (Beddor and Hawkins 1990); while other analysts have used a
dynamic approach (Traunmüller 1990).
Moment analyses have been used in studies of fricatives (Jongman et al. 2001, AlKhairy 2005). They have not yet been applied to the contrastive analysis of /n/ and /l/.
Considering the existence of antiformants and their possible variable locations in the
spectrums of [n] and [l], the distribution of energy (or peaks and zeros in the spectrum) of
the two sounds should be difference. Moment analysis would be able to capture the
difference more successfully than common spectral analysis.
The fifth and last important difference concerning [l] and [n] is that they may differ
in the consonantal duration. Romero (1993) reported a difference in duration between the
fricative and the approximant in Spanish: the Spanish bilabial approximant had a longer
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duration than its homogenous fricative. She attributed this difference to the difference in
articulation of the two classes of sounds: fricatives have a longer, more precise
articulatory configuration than approximants, which create no turbulence and,
consequently, need not remain in a particular articulatory configuration for long. As /n/ is
a stop and also has precise articulatory configuration, its duration may be longer than that
of /l/, which is an approximant. A review of previous studies, however, showed an
opposite pattern: the duration of [l] at the onset of a syllable was on average longer than
that of [n] except in Toft (2002), the values of which were listed in Table 2-2 below
(Barry 2000, Byrd 1993, Toft 2002, Umeda 1976). Such a discrepancy among studies
raises more interest in an investigation on the duration of [l] and [n].
Summary
Although acoustically similar to each other, [n] and [l] are distinguishable across
certain acoustical dimensions. Among these dimensions, features of the consonant
formants, CV transition, and spectral analysis of the constriction release, have been used
to investigate [n] and [l]. Other dimensions, e.g., duration of the consonant, the rate of
mean intensity change, spectral moments of the consonant, and the nasalization of the
following vowel, have not been previously used to compare [n] and [l].
As this dissertation uses natural tokens, it is not possible to control all acoustic
features; thus their effects on perception will not be investigated and compared; but
effects of two contexts can and will be examined: vowel contexts and positions of /l/ and
/n/ in a syllable. Regarding the production analysis, the following eight acoustic
dimensions will be examined and compared for both AE and Xinan speakers: consonant
duration, CV transition, formant frequencies and bandwidth and intensity, the difference
between F1 and F2, mean intensity change, spectral properties of glottal pulses, spectral
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moments, and vowel nasality. In the next chapter, theories and models of cross-language
speech perception involved in this dissertation will be reviewed and discussed.

Figure 2-1 A simplified two-dimension spectrum for the illustration of antiformants.

Figure 2-2 An FFT spectrum of [l] generated by PRAAT for the English word “Lee”
produced by a male AE speaker in this study
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Figure 2-3 An FFT spectrum of [n] generated by PRAAT for the English word “knee”
produced by a female AE speaker in this study
Table 2-1 Formant frequencies of English /l/ in previous studies.
Study
F1 F2
F3
Nolan (1983)
360 1350 3050
Lehiste (1964)
295 980 2600
Female 350 1180
Steven (1998)
Male
360 900
Table 2-2 Mean duration of [l] and [n] at syllable initial positions in previous studies.
[l] onset
Duration (ms) [n] onset
Duration (ms)
Toft (2002)
81
Toft (2002)
86
Barry (2000)
95
Umeda (1976)
71
Umeda (1976)
66
Byrd (1993)
59
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CHAPTER 3
CROSS-LANGUAGE SPEECH PERCEPTION
Adults are language-specific perceivers whose L1 profoundly influences their L2
perception (Aoyama et al. 2004, Flege 1993, Goto 1971, Lively et al. 1994). The
acquisition of an L2 phonological system after the establishment of an L1 in childhood
requires “reattunement of perceptual phonetic processes and the perceptual
reorganization of phonological categories” (Strange 1995: 197). Over decades,
researchers have been motivated by questions regarding speech processing by children
and adults, and on cross-language speech perception. In the 1970s and 1980s, perception
studies concerning native speakers and L2 language learners demonstrated that phonetic
segments were generally perceived in terms of the speaker’s native categories (Abramson
and Lisker 1970, Werker and Tees 1984). Since then, theories and models, such as the
Native Language Magnet Model, the Perceptual Assimilation Model, and the Speech
Learning Model, have been proposed to explain the relationship between acoustic signals
and linguistic elements such as phonemes and distinctive features, and the mapping
between L2 sounds onto L1 phonetic categories.
In this chapter, an overview and a discussion of the three models of cross-language
speech perception will be reviewed and discussed in the first section. This will be
followed by a review on previous studies on sononrants and variables in speech
perception experiments. Next, the relationship between speech perception and production
is discussed and followed by a review of relevant research. Factors that may influence the
effects of training are discussed after the review.
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Models of (Cross-) Language Speech Perception
Within cross-language perception research several factors have been shown to
affect an individual’s ability to discriminate non-native sounds. This includes differences
and similarities between the sound systems of the L1 and that of L2, and amount of
experience a person has with the target language. Differences and similarities between
the L1 and the L2 sound systems include the phonemic distinctions employed by the two
languages as well as the phonetic characteristics realized by those phonemes. A
comparison between the L1 and the L2 phonemic systems gained popularity in the 1960’s
known as ‘Contrastive Analysis’; researchers conducting such analyses, took phonemic
differences and similarities as the main source of cross-language misperception and
misproduction. A new generation of researchers, however, found similarities or
differences between the L1 and L2 at the phonetic level as a more promising source of
explanation for cross-language perceptual constraints. This is evident in the fact that
phonemic and phonetic level differences and similarities have been incorporated in
current speech perception models such as the Native Language Magnet Model (NLM)
(Iverson and Kuhl, 1995), the Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) (Best, 1995), and
the Speech Learning Model (SLM) (Flege, 1995). While research in infant’ speech
perception forms the basis for the NLM, the SLM is formulated to account for the
changes in L1 and L2 perception, as well as production among second language learners.
PAM, on the other hand, is concerned with the perception of novel or foreign contrasts.
Its focus is on the filtering effect of the L1 perceptual categories on the perception of
foreign sounds.
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The Native Language Magnet Model (NLM)
This model was proposed to account for the early stages of speech perception
development in infants and how adult listeners’ perception develops so that it is particular
to their native language (Kuhl 1991). The NLM focuses on the internal organization of
category boundaries and proposes that that is the basis on which listeners differentiate
between good and less good exemplars of prototypes of a native category (Kuhl 1992,
1993). According to NLM, each phonetic category contains a best exemplar or prototype.
Like a magnet, a phonetic prototype in a category assimilates non-prototypical members
of the same category, and shrinks the acoustic-phonetic space toward it, thus making
prototype vs. non-prototype discrimination difficult.
Additionally, this model predicts that perceptual discriminability is reduced for L2
sounds that fall within the psychoacoustic space of an L1 sound. Specifically, the NLM
argues that perceived ‘category goodness’ influences the discriminability of exemplars
identified by a single phoneme. The prototype in the category of the phoneme exerts the
‘Perceptual-Magnet Effect’ (PME) and shrinks the boundaries around it. PME has been
reported, mostly by Kuhl and her colleagues for both vowels and consonants in both
infant and adult listeners (Greiser and Kuhl 1989, Kuhl 1991, 1993, Kuhl et al. 1992,
Iverson et. al 1994, Iverson and Kuhl 1996).
According to the NLM, difficulties for Chinese dialect speakers in perceiving the
English [l] and [n] would result from perceived similarity between the L2 sounds and a
native prototype. Specifically, perceived locations and psychoacoustic distance of
English [l] and [n] from a native Chinese category prototype (/n/ or /l/ or other phoneme
in the Chinese dialects) will determine their degrees of discriminability. In other words, if
English [l] and [n] fall within the psychoacoustic spaces of two different categories (i.e.,
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the two sounds are pulled in by two different native prototypes), then they will be easy to
discriminate. It is predicted that perception of Gan and NM speakers will fall into this
scenario. If both [l] and [n] fall within the psychoacoustic space of the same category,
their discriminability will be determined by their psychoacoustic distance both from the
prototype and from each other. If they are both poor exemplars (very different from the
prototype), then their discriminability will be higher if they are psychoacoustically apart
than if they are close to each other. Specifically, it is predicted that both [l] and [n] will
be assimilated into /n/ in Xinan, and into /l/ in Jianghuai. The discrimination will be good
if [l] and [n] are both perceived as poor exemplars. If one is perceived as a good exemplar
and the other as poor, their discrimination will be good.
These assumptions, however, are hard to test with natural stimuli (Harnsberger
2001). Harnsberger argued that “the complexity of natural stimuli makes it problematic to
assume that the particular measures taken constitute most or all of the perceptually
relevant differences between the stimuli, particularly in experiments involving ‘exotic’
contrasts that have not been examined in much or any prior work”(2001: 491). In this
sense, the NLM does not offer specific concrete predictions concerning the
discrimination patterns for speakers of the three Chinese dialects of interest in the study
at hand.
The Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM)
Unlike the NLM, the Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) (Best, 1995), another
influential model in the domain of cross-language speech perception, was proposed based
on an investigation into perception of natural non-native stimuli. Both models
incorporate the notion of category goodness to account for the varying degrees of
discrminability of non-native contrasts.
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PAM was developed by Best and her colleagues (Best, McRoberts and Sithole,
1988; Best, 1995). The primary goal of this model is to provide an explanation for the
process of cross-language speech perception. According to PAM, foreign sounds are
perceived according to their similarities to, or discrepancies from L1 sounds that are
closest in terms of articulation (Best, 1995). Based on this, the perceived distance
between a pair of foreign sounds and the closest L1 sounds will lead to different degrees
of discriminability. According to PAM, a pair of L2 sounds that are identified as
instances of two distinct sounds in L1, called a two-category (TC) type, will be relatively
easy to discriminate. On the other hand, a pair of L2 sounds that are identified as
instances of a single L1 sound, but are judged to differ in how good they are as instances
of the L1 sound, called the category-goodness (CG) type, will be more difficult to
discriminate. Finally, two L2 sounds that are judged to be equally good instances of a
single L1 sound, called the single-category (SC) type, will be the most difficult to
discriminate. Thus, these three perceptual assimilation types can be rank ordered
according to their discriminability from high to low as follows: TC > CG > SC.
Three other types of perceptual assimilation patterns identified by PAM are the
Uncategorized-Categorized (UC) type, the Uncategorized-Uncategorized (UU) type and
the Non-Assimilable (NA) type. For the UC type, one non-native phone is categorized as
one of the L1 phones while the other is not. A high degree of discrimination is predicted
for this assimilation pattern, and discriminability may be comparable to the best CG
contrast (Harnsberger 2001). On the other hand, neither sound in the UU pair can be
categorized as any L1 category. Its discriminability is expected to range from fair to
good, depending on perceived similarities between the two sounds making up the
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contrast, and their nearby L1 categories. However, since “these two proximities are not
clearly defined, or weighted with respect to one another, UU contrast cannot be rank
ordered (Harnsberger, 2001: 490). Finally, for the NA type, both non-native sounds
cannot be categorized as any of the L1 sounds and are perceived instead as non-speech
sounds. Good to excellent discrimination, depending on their perceived difference as
non-speech sounds, is predicted for this perceptual pattern.
Support for PAM has been obtained in several studies (Best, McRoberts and
Sithole, 1988; Best 1994, 1996; Guion et al., 2000, Best, McRoberts and Goodall, 2001).
With the exception of Guion et al. (2000) and Best et al. (2001), perceptual assimilation
patterns in earlier studies were obtained in a post-hoc fashion by the authors based on the
phonetic description of the sounds in question (Harnsberger, 2000). Recent findings, on
the other hand, suggest the inadequacy of PAM to account for “a large proportion of the
assimilations that occur outside of the laboratory” (Harnsberger, 2001: 498).
According to PAM, the English contrast of /l/ and /n/ would be difficult for
Chinese dialect speakers due the different phonemic structures between English and the
three dialects. Moreover, unlike NLM, PAM can generate predictions concerning the
degree of difficulty that speakers would encounter in perceiving the non-native [l] and [n]
contrast. According to PAM, perceived degree of discriminability of [l] and [n] in
English should vary across the three groups of Chinese speakers, as the distribution of /n/
and /l/ vary across the three Chinese dialects. More specifically, for Jianghuai speakers,
both English /n/ and /l/ would be assimilated to /l/ and constitute a ‘single category’
assimilation type according to PAM’s classification. The discrimination of English [l]
and [n] is, therefore, expected to be very poor for this group of speakers. Similarly, a
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single category assimilation pattern is also expected for Xinan speakers. That is, since
Xinan only has /n/, both [l] and [n] would be perceived as Xinan /n/, and discrimination
of [l] and [n] would be expected to be very poor. Unlike Jianghuai and Xinan speakers,
Gan speakers’ assimilation patterns are not as straightforward because the distribution of
/l/ and /n/ in Gan depends on the following vowel contexts: contrastive before high
vowels and in free variation before other vowels. Therefore, in the context of a high
vowel, the English [l] and [n] may be assimilated as two categories, and therefore should
lead to very good discrimination. A single category assimilation pattern is expected for
other vowel environments. In this case, discrimination is expected to be very good in a
high vowel context compared to a non-high vowel environment.
In sum, PAM predicts that discrimination of English [l] and [n] would be equally
poor for all three groups of Chinese speakers but that Gan speakers will outperform
Jianghuai and Xinan speakers in a high vowel context. For Gan speakers, the two English
sounds could be perceived as belonging to two categories, or one category differing in
Category Goodness (CG). If it were the latter case CG, performance would be moderate
to good depending on how well each sound fits in the native category.
The Speech Learning Model (SLM)
Similar to PAM, the Speech Learning Model (Flege 1995), another influential
model in the domain of cross-language speech perception, addresses cross-language
speech perception in terms of phonetic (dis)similarity between an L1 and L2. However,
unlike PAM, SLM focuses more on ultimate attainment of speech learning and the
relationship between perception and production in second language (L2) acquisition.
SLM is concerned with age-related limits on how well an L2 learner produces and
perceives an L2 sound, based on the phonetic difference between the L2 sound and an L1
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sound (Flege 1995). The SLM views L2 learning like L1 learning in that it “is also
influenced importantly by the nature of input received, and L2 production is guided by
perceptual representations stored in the long term memory” (Flege 2005: 84). The core
assumption of the SLM is that basic speech learning mechanisms, including the ability to
establish new phonetic categories, remain malleable across the life span. The model also
proposes that there is one phonological space that accommodates both L1 and L2
phonetic systems with mutual influence on each other.
A series of hypotheses are put forth in the SLM (Flege 2005). First, the greater the
perceived dissimilarity of an L2 sound from the closet L1 sound, the more likely a new
category will be formed for the L2 sound. Second, category formation for an L2 sound
becomes less likely through adulthood as representations for neighboring L1 sounds
develop. Thirdly, when a category is not formed for an L2 sound because it is too similar
to an L1 counterpart, the L1 and L2 categories will assimilate to form a merged L1-L2
category. A fourth hypothesis is that when a new category is established for L2 sound, it
may dissimilate from neighboring L1 and/or L2 sound, and vice versa, to preserve
phonetic contrast.
Similar to PAM, SLM models how well the listener will perform in perceiving nonnative sounds based on the perceived phonetic distance between L1 and L2 sounds. SLM
claims that speech learning mechanisms are mostly effective in the early stages of the L2
acquisition (Flege 1995). Various studies have provided evidence in support of this claim
(Flege and Munro et al. 1995, Yamada 1993). All else being equal, SLM predicts that
early L2 learners will be more likely to establish new phonetic categories for L2 speech
sounds than late bilinguals. SLM also predicts that the likelihood of a category being
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formed for an L2 speech sounds varies inversely as a function of its degree of perceived
dissimilarity from the closest L1 speech sound.
It has been proposed by SLM that the more distant an L2 sound (phonetic segment)
is from the closest L1 speech sound, the more learnable the L2 sound will be. Aoyoma et
al. (2003) investigated whether native Japanese speakers would have more success
acquiring English / / than /l/. This longitudinal study on the perception and production
of English /l/, / /, and /w/ by native Japanese adults and children living in the US
suggested that there was greater improvement for English / / than English /l/ among
children. As Japanese / / is phonetically different from American English /l/ and / /,
SLM accounted that degree of perceived phonetic dissimilarity influences L2 learners'
success in acquiring L2 phonetic segments.
In agreement with NLM and PAM, SLM also predicts that the Chinese dialect
speakers would have difficulty in perceiving the English /l/ and /n/ distinction when the
non-native sounds are strongly identified with a single native category. But as the SLM is
not mainly concerned with the initial perceptual discrimination, it cannot provide more
specific predictions on discrimination patterns as PAM does. On the other hand,
according to SLM, changes in the perceptual ability are possible because age is not what
ultimately determinates L2 acquisition. Therefore, in the current study, there should be
some improvement in dialect speakers’ abilities to perceptually distinguish English [l]
and [n] after training.
Cross-language Research on the Perception of Sonorants
The formulation of these three speech perception models benefited from a number
of cross-language speech perception studies. A large number of these studies were those
conducted to investigate the perception of English sonorants by speakers of other
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languages. Among the English sonorants, the / / and /l/ contrast has been the most
extensively investigated, which may be due to the fact that both Japanese and Korean
speakers have demonstrated difficulty in acquiring this distinction, which is absent in
their native languages.
According to Ladefoged (2001) the Japanese / / is phonetically an apico-alveolar
tap that is quite different from American English /l/ and / /, which are lateral and central
approximants, respectively. In fact, Japanese / / is phonetically more similar to tapped /t/
and /d/ in American English than it is to either /l/ or / /. Despite the articulatory
difference between Japanese / / and the English liquids /l/ and / /, Japanese speakers
seem to perceptually assimilate both English liquids to Japanese / /. Best and Strange
(1992) suggested that both English [l] and [ ] will be heard as poor exemplars of a single
Japanese consonant, either [w] or [ ]. Takagi (1993) reported that syllable-initial English
/l/ and /w/ were usually identified as Japanese / / by Japanese adults. Similarly, the
Japanese adults tested by Guion et al. (2000) identified English [l] and [ ] as either
Japanese [ ] or a high back unrounded vowel. The authors took the results as suggesting
a two-to-one cross-language mapping pattern.
As early as 1975, Miyawaki reported non-categorical discrimination of / / and /l/
by native Japanese speakers. In this study, adult native speakers of Japanese and
American were tested on the discrimination of a set of synthetic speech-like [ ] - [l]s.
The stimuli varied in initial stationary frequency of F3 and its transitions to the following
vowel. Discrimination tests of a comparable set of stimuli consisting of the isolated F3
components provided a “non-speech” control. For speech-like stimuli, Americans’
discrimination was nearly categorical, whereas, Japanese speakers performed only
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slightly better than chance. The author attributed this difference to the fact that Japanese
lacks a phonemic contrast between / / and /l/. For non-speech stimuli, however, almost
identical highly accurate performance was observed for both Japanese and American
speakers. Based on this result, the author suggested that the effect of linguistic experience
is specific to perception in the speech mode, but not in the non-speech mode.
MacKain et al. (1981) carried out a similar experiment. They investigated
categorical perception of a synthetic / -l/ continuum with Japanese bilinguals varying in
levels of English-language experience (indexed by lengths of English conversation
training). The tasks that they used were absolute identification, AXB discrimination, and
oddity discrimination. In an AXB task, participants hear three stimuli per trial. Their job
is to decide whether the second stimulus (X) belongs to the same phonetic category as the
first (A) or the last (B) stimuli. In the oddity discrimination task, on the other hand,
participants have to decide which of the three stimuli belongs to a different phonetic
category. Similar to the previous studies, they found categorical perception by American
speaker and near-chance performance by less experienced Japanese speakers.
Experienced Japanese speakers, however, perceived / / and /l/ categorically, and their
performance was similar to that of the American-English controls.
Beside Japanese speakers, researchers have also investigated Korean speakers’
perception of English liquids. Ingram and See-Gyoon (1998) compared Japanese and
Korean speakers’ identification and discrimination of the /l/-/ / phonemic contrast. Their
goal was to examine “the interaction of potentially competing factors operating at
different levels of perceptual processing (phonetic and phonological) and over different
domains (language specific and universal).”(p. 1172) The results they obtained suggest
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earlier perceptual learning affects L2 perception through the means of language-specific
phonetic and phonological factors.
In comparison to [l] and [ ], studies on cross-language perception of English [l]
and [n] are far fewer in number. Schmidt and her colleagues carried out a series of studies
on the perception of English [l] and [n] by speakers of certain Chinese dialects (Schmidt
1996, Schmidt and Kaminski 1997, Schmidt et al. 1999). In one study (1996), she
compared the perception of English [l] and [n] by speakers of Chinese northern and
southern dialects. She found that northern dialect speakers had no difficulty in
distinguishing [l] and [n], but the [l]-[n] distinction was hard for southern dialect speakers
to differentiate. In a later perception study (Schmidt and Kaminsky 1997), identification
performance for both natural and amplified tokens were compared; however, no
differences were found in identification performance between natural and amplified
stimuli for the two sounds, [n] and [l].
Effects of Training in Cross-Language Speech Perception
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, native Japanese speakers learning English
have persistent difficulty in perceptually differentiating the liquid consonants / / and /l/,
even after extensive conversational instruction. This led researchers to investigate
perceptual training on this non-native contrast (Flege et al. 1997, Jamieson and Marosan
1986, Strange and Dittmann 1984). Such studies on the development of second language
speech perception fall into two categories: cross-sectional studies of L2 learners at
different stages in the acquisition process (Flege et al. 1997); and studies where listeners
are trained on segments or suprasegments of a second language in a laboratory setting
over the course of an experiment session or several sessions (Flege 1995, Jamieson &
Marosan 1986, Wang et al. 1999, Wayland and Li 2005).
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Contrary to the Critical Period Hypothesis (Lenneberg 1967, Scovel 1969,
Patkowski 1989) in which the plasticity of the human perceptual system is believed to
decline with age, even to the point where changes cannot occur, training studies on nonnative phonological contrasts are based on the assumption that the human perceptual
system remains somewhat malleable over the life span (Flege 1995, 2005). Among the
early training studies were those designed to train American English listeners to perceive
non-native voicing contrasts of stop consonants Pisoni et al. (1982), for example,
reported that after a short period of laboratory training, monolingual speakers of
American English were able to reliably label and discriminate voiceless aspirated,
voiceless unaspirated and voiced stops differing in Voice Onset Time (VOT: the time
between the release of the consonant constriction and the vibration of the vocal cords).
Other studies have been conducted to examine the ability to identify the American
English fricatives / / and /

/ among native speakers of French (Jamieson and Morosan

1986).
Among approximant consonants, /l/ and / / have received the most attention in
cross-language speech training research. Specifically, the ability to discriminate the
American English /l/ and / / among Japanese listeners has been the focus of several
studies (Bradlow et al. 1997, Lively et al. 1994, Logan et al. 1991, Strange and Dittmann
1984). Strange and Dittmann (1984) compared pre-training with post-training tests of
natural speech minimal pairs contrasting / / and /l/ in several contexts, and categorical
perception tests with two synthetic speech series contrasting / / and /l/ in word initial
position. Using a same-different discrimination task with immediate feedback, female
Japanese speakers were given extensive training in a synthetic "rock"-"lock" stimulus
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series. Performance improved gradually for all participants over the 14-28 training
sessions. Improved results indicated transfer of training to the more demanding
identification and oddity discrimination tasks. Participants also improved in identification
and oddity discrimination of an acoustically dissimilar "rake"-"lake" synthetic series.
However, transfer did not extend to natural speech words contrasting initial / / and /l/.
The investigators concluded that modification of perception of some phonetic contrasts in
adulthood takes time and effort, but improved laboratory training tasks may be useful in
establishing categorical perception of these contrasts.
Most studies on perception training report a significant improvement in the
identification of the nonnative contrast after training. Such improvement was also found
to extend to other nonnative contrasts in other novel contexts and was retained long after
training (Bradlow et al. 1997). These findings were taken to support the view that the
perceptual mechanisms used by adults in categorizing speech sounds can be easily
modified with simple laboratory techniques in a short period of time suggesting that the
human perceptual system remains somewhat malleable over the life span. This
assumption is also in agreement with the findings that adult L2 speech production and
perception improve with experience (Yamada et al. 1994; Flege et al. 1996, Flege et al.,
1997).
Unlike / / and /l/, very little attention has been given to the perception of English
/n/ and /l/ by speakers of other languages. The work of Schmidt and her colleagues (1997,
1999) on the perception and production of English /n/ and /l/ by Chinese speakers
constitutes the only exception. They found that some southern dialect speakers from
China had difficulty in perceiving and producing English /n/ and /l/. The enhancement of
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the amplitude of the CV transitions did not result in improvement in perception, nor did a
training task improve the speakers’ production. Even if their participants could produce
the pair of sounds in English, they could not distinguish the /n/ and /l/ contrast
perceptually. These studies on /l/ and /n/, however, did not specify which dialects the
participants spoke; therefore it is not possible to evaluate the L1’s effect on L2
perception.
Experimental Factors in Speech Perception Research
As reviewed above, laboratory training on non-native phonetic contrasts have been
shown to be effective on perception improvement among adult listeners in a number of
studies. Results of these studies showed a significant improvement in the ability to
identify or discriminate non-native contrasts for most non-native participants following
training. The amount of improvement, however, varies considerably from study to study
due to differences in the characteristics of the non-native participants studied (i.e.,
inexperienced or experienced L2 learners) and the nature (i.e., synthetic or natural; single
token or multiple-tokens from one or many talkers) as well as the type (i.e., vowel,
consonants) of stimuli used.
Factors affecting the degree of discriminability of non-native speech contrasts
As reviewed above, there is a great deal of literature addressing the issue of which
non-native contrasts are more difficult for L2 learners to master. These studies vary in
terms of target and native languages, participants, stimuli, and tasks, all of which may
affect the discriminability of non-native sounds, and consequently the outcome of a
perception study. Among the factors that affect the degree of discriminability, the degree
of similarity and difference between the phonemic inventories of the native and second
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languages is generally agreed to be a main determiner of relative perceptual difficulty for
L2 learners.
Other potential contributing factors have been also addressed in the literature on
second language speech perception (Beddor and Gottfried 1995, Flege 1995, Polka
1991). Polka (1991) investigated monolingual English speakers’ perception of Hindi
consonants (contrasting in places of articulation and voicing). In addition to the factor of
the phonemic function, she identified two other linguistic factors: phonetic experience
(whether the non-native contrasts are perceived as allophones or free variants), and
acoustic salience (voicing and spectral features), which can differentiate between
phonetic categories. Therefore, when interpreting perception results, not only the
phonemic features of related languages, but also allophonic structures and free variants,
need to be taken into consideration.
Besides linguistic factors, experimental variables such as participants, stimuli, and
task have shown to affect the performance in non-native speech perception (Beddor and
Gottfried 1995). In terms of participant differences, it has been observed that age and
experience exert an important influence on L2 learners’ perception. The earlier the
learner starts learning the L2, the longer the learner is exposed to the L2 environment,
and the more variations and amount of L2 input the learner receives, the more likely that
the learner will be able to acquire L2 sounds (Flege et al. 1995, Flege et al. 1996, Polka
1992, Yamada and Tohkura 1992).
Regarding stimuli materials, phonetic context (e.g. the syllable position where a
target sound occurs) may have a negative effect on perceptual performance because
certain contexts may pull listeners’ attention away from a target non-native sound
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contrast (Beddor and Gottfried 1995). Phonetic contexts, on the other hand, may facilitate
the perception if they fall into listeners’ native phonotactic rules (Sheldon and Strange
1982). Concerning types of stimuli, researches have been using three kinds of stimuli:
natural, edited natural, and synthesized. Synthesized stimuli allow the researcher to
accurately manipulate phonetic variations; whereas natural stimuli faithfully retain
physical properties in the signal. Beddor and Gottfried (1995) summarized that more
recent categorical discrimination tests tend to use natural stimuli over synthesized ones
and both types yielded similar patterns in cross-language studies.
Task variables in a perception study include types of instruction, practice trials,
configuration of the task, training, and presentation of feedback. It is common practice
that instructions are given in the targeted language in an experiment, i.e., when listeners
are tested on a L1 language contrast, the instruction will be given in the L1; if they are
tested for L2 distinction, the instruction will be given in the L2. In comparison with the
type of instruction, the content of instruction is more important, as it can be used to direct
the listener’s attention to intended distinctions, suggest perceptual strategies, and thus
may change the performance. Another variable concerning the task is the use of practice
trials. They are assumed to be important in perception tests, “given the general findings
concerning transfer and practice effects in experimental psychology” (Strange 1995:
220).
A third crucial variable that influences a listener’s perceptual performance is the
configuration of the task. Generally studies employ identification or discrimination tests
to serve different research goals (Aoyama et al. 2004, Best et al. 1997, Ingram and Park
1998, Wayland and Li 2005). Identification tasks require listeners to assign a linguistic
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label to a sound. The listener’s memory load would be reduced if a fixed set of responses
were provided, compared with open-set labeling. In a discrimination test, the listener is
instructed to decide the same/difference between stimuli. This type of test includes
several variations: oddity discrimination (one in a group of three stimuli is different from
the other two), AXB discrimination (X is identical to A or B, the two of which are
acoustically different), and AX discrimination (X is same as or different from A).
Factors affecting the outcome of training
The first important variable is the training procedure used in the training.
Specifically, two training procedures, namely identification (ID) training and
same/different discrimination (SD) training have been used. Commonly, stimuli used in
training studies are multiple productions of minimal pairs that exemplify the phonetic
contrast of interest (e.g., night vs. light for /n/ and /l/ distinction).
In ID training, participants hear a single stimulus on each trial. Their task is to
identify the stimulus in terms of two categories (e.g., /l/ and /n/). Feedback regarding the
correct identity of the stimulus is given immediately after a response is received. Through
the provision of feedback, participants are expected to gradually learn the phonetic
properties associated with each category. On the other hand, participants who are
administered an SD training procedure hear two stimuli on each trial. Their task is to
determine whether the two stimuli in each trial are instances of the same category or
instances of two different categories.
The advantages and disadvantages of the two training procedures have been a
subject of debate. Logan et al. (1991) suggested that ID training might be more effective
than SD discrimination training in that it encouraged participants to rely more on
phonetic codes stored in long-term memory than on rapidly fading sensory information in
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short-term memory. Similarly, Lively et al. (1994) assumed that the combination of
“minimal uncertainty” of the two-alternative forced choice ID procedure and the
provision of immediate feedback (p. 2076) promoted the formation of new and robust
phonetic categories that are not adversely affected by acoustic variations irrelevant to the
phonetic identity of the categories in question. These include variations induced by
different speaking rates and/or idiosyncratic characteristics of individual speakers.
Jamieson and Morosan (1986, 1989) suggested that SD training encouraged participants
to pay more attention to within-category acoustic differences than between-category
acoustic properties. Consequently, the participants may fail to recognize core acoustic
information that defines the two categories. However, Polka (1992) argued that
participants who receive ID training may learn to respond correctly by attending to any
properties that might be used to differentiate the two non-native categories. Some of these
properties may not be the ones used by native speakers.
Flege (1995) directly compared the relative efficacy of the identification and
categorical SD training procedures in a study on distinguishing English word-final /t/ and
/d/ distinction by Mandarin1 Chinese speakers. In the categorical SD procedure, multiple
tokens of each category were used; as such stimuli in each pair were always physically
non-identical. The participants’ task was not to decide whether one stimulus had been
presented twice in succession (i.e., physically identical), but to determine if two different
realizations of a single phonetic category had been presented. The results from this study
indicated that small but significant gains were observed for both groups immediately after
training, and in a delayed post-test two months later, regardless of the procedure used.

1

Mandarin in this study referred to the Putonghua, the Common Language of Chinese.
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Moreover, for both groups, the effect of training generalized to new tokens. Interestingly,
the magnitude of generalization did not differ significantly between the two groups. In
another recent study (Wayland and Li, 2005), the effect of ID and SD procedures in the
training effect was evaluated by examining the perception of Thai tones by native English
(NE) speakers and native Chinese speakers (NC). It was found that both procedures
yielded significant improvement in perception. Both NE and NC speakers achieved more
improvement in the ID training than the SD procedure, although the amount of
improvement was statistically insignificant.
Conversely, studies on Japanese speakers’ perception of English liquids have
demonstrated that ID may be better than SD (Logan et al. 1991, Lively et al. 1994,
Strange and Dittmann 1984, Yamada 1993). Training on Japanese speakers’ perception
of English liquids showed that the effect of discrimination training on synthesized tokens
did not generalize to the identification of natural tokens (Strange & Dittmann 1984).
Moreover, Japanese speakers trained on / /-/l/ minimal pairs using an ID task with
natural tokens from various talkers, could generalize the effects to novel talkers as well as
novel words (Lively et al. 1994, Yamada 1993)
Besides the two commonly used types of tests, Jamieson and Morosan (1986, 1989)
developed a fading method in which the presentation of stimuli is transitioned from easy
to difficult identification. This method was proven effective in training French listeners to
perceive English interdental fricatives. The same training method, however, did not result
in improvement in the perception of synthesized English [l] and [n] by Chinese speakers
(Schmidt 1999). It seems that the fading method is most applicable to stimuli that differ
along a temporal dimension, and thus may not be appropriate for the distinction of [l] and
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[n], which may differ in consonantal duration and CV transition duration, as discussed
earlier in Chapter 2.
Although it seems that ID and SD tasks may be equally effective in perceptual
training on non-native contrasts, as mentioned earlier, ID has been shown be superior to
SD with natural tokens and with inexperienced listeners of an L2, because it directs
listeners’ attention to the categorical differences, to abstract common features that
categorize sounds, and to refer to this information in long-term memory during later
learning. Therefore, it is assumed that ID training may be more effective than SD in
training Chinese dialect speakers on the English /l/ and /n/ distinction.
Besides the training procedure, the presentation of stimuli in training experiments
is important. Recently with the development of computer technology, training
experiments adopted participant-controlled stimuli presentation. Wayland et al. (2005)
investigated tonal training, in which listeners were allowed to repeat each token as many
times as they wanted before they made a response. Self-controlled presentation enables
listeners to focus on difficult stimuli. It can also accommodate the varying learning
abilities of participants, allowing participants to choose the best suited training pace.
A third variable in training research is feedback. Feedback in speech training is
critical, as is true in the development of skilled behavior (Anderson 1990). Trial-by-trial
feedback is used extensively to provide information on the listener’s responses to his or
her best advantage (Logan and Pruitt 1995, Wayland and Li 2005).
A last important variable is the duration of training: short-term vs. long-term.
Short-term training does not exceed one session. Ten-minute training was shown to be
effective in improving American English speakers’ perception on the VOT continuum
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falling in the prevoiced range (Pisoni et al. 1982). Logan and Pruitt (1995) suspected that
the improvement might result from the fact that VOT is allophonic in American English.
Generally speaking, a long-term training covering several days or several weeks would
be more successful in perception improvement. Studies vary greatly in the duration of
long-term training. It could vary from one session per day to multiple sessions per day.
One study used six sessions (Rochet 1995), while others have used as many as forty-five
sessions (Yamada 1993). The rate of improvement follows a power function (Anderson
1990). That is, the listener’s ability increases more rapidly in the early stages and the
improvement slows down in additional training, as confirmed by Yamada (1993) that out
of the forty-five sessions, the first ten resulted in the largest gain in perception.
In summary, there are a number of experimental variables that interact with and
influence the effect of speech perception training. This dissertation addresses these
variables in the following way: a four-day training period was adopted with an
identification task; natural stimuli from multiple talkers were used to insure the
variability and enhance the robustness of stimuli; instruction to the training was given in
English; participants to some extent were allowed to control the pace of their learning;
and visual feedback was provided trial-by-trial during training.
Relationship between Speech Perception and Production
The relationship between speech perception and production has been investigated
by researchers since the 1950s. Generally speaking, three approaches to the link between
the perception and production have been proposed: the Motor Theory (MT) that assumes
that acoustic signals are perceived in terms of articulatory gestures, and that a single
module is shared by perception and production; the acoustic-auditory theories, such as
the Acoustical Invariance Theory (AIT), which views the invariant relationship between
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signals and linguistic features and perception and production as autonomous processes;
and the Direct-realist Theory (DRT), which proposes a common communicative goal
shared by the two processes and a gestural object of speech perception (Bradlow et al.
1997).
These theories all address issues in the general perception of sounds of any
language, but offer different explanations for the relationship between speech perception
and production. The MT theory proposes that the discriminability of speech sounds is
closely related to the presence or absence of functional (i.e., phonemic) differences
between sounds (Liberman and Mattingly 1985, Holt et al. 2004). According to this
model, perception and production are operated through a common set of neural
representations. Changes resulting from perceptual training, therefore, should be
available to production through modifications to these representations. The AIT, on the
other hand, predicts that as an autonomous process from production, perception is only
indirectly linked to production through acoustical features of target speech sounds and
auditory feedback during production (Stevens and Blumstein 1978, 1981). So perception
should not directly affect production; further more, learning in production occurs during
production. Similar to the MT, the DRT assumes a direct association between perception
and production, but the DRT proposes that articulatory gestures are perceived directly
instead of being reconstructed and interpreted from sensory input from the brain (Fowler
1986). As articulatory gestures are the object of speech perception, perception and
production should be interrelated and should be influenced mutually.
In line with general speech production, the acquisition of novel phonetic categories
by non-native speakers has received attention for quite some time (Bradlow et al. 1997).
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Previous studies have shown that even high proficient L2 speakers could not achieve
native-like accuracy in pronunciation (Flege and Hillenbrand 1987, Flege 1988). There is
also research reporting a significant correlation between perception accuracy and
production intelligibility of English / /-/l/ tokens by Japanese speakers (Yamada et al.
1994). These studies imply that perception is associated with production in some way in
L2 acquisition. An investigation on the perception and production of English [l] and [n]
by Chinese dialect speakers would provide a window to the relationship between L2
perception and production.
The cross-language speech acquisition models discussed in an earlier section in this
chapter all offer theoretical predictions in regard to the correlation between perception
and production. First, the SLM is able to make predictions from a developmental
perspective. The model hypothesizes that the ability to perceive and produce non-native
sounds remains plastic in adults. New categories will be established when L2 speakers
detect the phonetic differences between an L2 sound and the closest L1 sounds. Thus,
according to the SLM, speakers produce speech sounds based on how they perceive
them; and thus perceptual learning is beneficial to speech production.
Similarly, the NLM proposes that language experience is crucial in shaping
boundaries of perceptual spaces. The model suggests after some language exposure the
representative exemplars will function as magnets and shrink the auditory space around
them, thus allowing for the creation of equivalence classes for phonetic segments. This
effect reduces differences of good representations of a sound, thus helping individuals
ignore irrelevant differences between members of a category. According to the NLM,
when space shrinks around prototypes, distinctiveness within a category decreases and
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distinctiveness between categories increases. The perceptual prototypes serve as speech
production targets, thus speech production would benefit from perceptual learning.
Models and theories reviewed here all propose an improvement in the perception of
English /l/ and /n/ for Chinese dialect speakers; however, the prediction as to whether the
improvement would transfer to production of the two sounds is not consistent because of
the varying theoretical stances these models take in regard to the relationship between the
perception and production.
Summary
In conclusion, this chapter reviewed three most influential models in speech
perception. Prediction and hypotheses were proposed in regard to the difficulty facing
Chinese dialect speakers in perceiving English [l] and [n], as well as to the varying
degrees of difficulty due to phonemic differences between English and the Chinese
dialects. In addition, a series of factors that would affect the speech perception and
training were addressed and study design was proposed accordingly. In the next chapter,
the perception experiment will be presented and discussed.

CHAPTER 4
PERCEPTION EXPERIMENT
The focus of this dissertation is on the perception of American English word-initial
[l] and [n] by native speakers of three Chinese dialects: Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan; and
five speakers of northern dialects of Mandarin (NM) who were recruited as controls. As
discussed in the last chapter, according to three major models of cross-language speech
perception, speakers of Jianghuai, Xinan, and Gan would have varying degrees of
difficulties in identifying the English [l] and [n] because of the different distributions of
the two English sounds in their native language systems. Moreover, it was hypothesized
that perceptual training would improve these speakers’ abilities to identify the two sounds
in English. In order to test these hypotheses and predictions, a series of experiments were
implemented, the details of which will be discussed in this chapter. The chapter will be
organized as follows. First, research questions will be elaborated and justified. Next, the
perception experiment will be described in terms of design, data collection, and data
analysis. In the third section, results from the perception experiment will be presented
and discussed.
Research Questions
The overall goal of this study was to investigate the ability of adult native speakers
of Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan dialects to perceptually identify English [l] and [n]. It also
aimed to test if laboratory training would improve these speakers’ perception of the nonnative pair of contrast. The carry-over effect of perceptual training to production was
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also examined. Specifically, this perceptual research was guided by the following
questions:
•

Research question 1: Would Chinese dialect speakers have difficulty in
perceptually identifying English [l] and [n] as predicted by current speech
perception models?

•

Research question 2: Would their identification accuracy vary as a function of their
native dialect?

•

Research question 3: Would their identification accuracy be influenced by such
phonetic contexts as vowel environment and syllable structure?

•

Research question 4: Would their identification accuracy improve after training?
Would the amount of improvement vary as a function of L1 background?

These questions will be elaborated one by one in the following sections and
corresponding hypotheses will be discussed and justified.
Research question 1: Would Chinese dialect speakers have difficulty in
perceptually identifying English [l] and [n] as predicted by current speech perception
models? Recall in Chapter One that the phonemic status and the distribution of English /l/
and /n/ contrast vary in all three Chinese dialects. In northern sub-dialects of Mandarin
(NM) /l/ and /n/ are two separate phonemes and contrast syllable-initially. This contrast is
either lost or only maintained in certain contexts in Jianghuai, Xinan, and Gan.
Specifically, only /l/ exists in Jianghuai and it has two allophones: [l] syllable initially
and [n] syllable finally. On the other hand, only /n/ is present in Xinan consonant
inventory. Finally, in Gan, /n/ and /l/ contrast syllable initially before high vowels, but
occur in free variation in other vowel conditions.
As reviewed in Chapter 2, adult L2 learners often have difficulty perceiving and
producing consonants that are found in the L2 but not in their L1. Since English /l/ and
/n/ are either absent or show different distribution in the three Chinese dialects, it is
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hypothesized that this non-native contrast would be difficult for Jianghuai, Xinan, and
Gan speakers. This English contrast, should, however be easy for NM speakers since the
same contrast exists in their native dialect. Therefore, speakers of Jianghuai, Xinan, and
Gan would have difficulty identifying English [l] and [n], whereas NM speakers will not.
Research question 2: Would their identification accuracy vary as a function of their
native dialect? Due to the phonemic status and distribution of English /l/ and /n/ in their
native dialects, it is also hypothesized that perceptual difficulties experienced by
Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan speakers should not be of the same degree. According to the
PAM, perception of non-native contrasts falls into three types: the English /n/ and /l/
could be perceived by Chinese dialect speakers as either exemplars of a native category,
exemplars of a non-native category, or as non-speech sounds.
In the context of this current study, PAM predicts that English /l/ and /n/ would be
perceptually assimilated to NM’s /l/ and /n/ respectively, which is a Two-category (TC)
assimilation pattern. Their ability to distinguish between English [l] and [n] should,
therefore, be very good. On the other hand, both English [l] and [n] would be assimilated
to Jianghuai /l/ thus exhibiting a SC assimilation pattern as their native phonological
system has only /l/. Their identification of English [l] and [n] is predicted to be very poor
by PAM. A Single-Category (SC) assimilation pattern and a very poor degree of
identification accuracy were also predicted for Xinan speakers, because both English /l/
and /n/ was expected to assimilate to Xinan /n/. Assimilation patterns of Gan speakers are
more complex than other groups. English /n/ and /l/ may be assimilated as two categories
as Gan does contrast the two before high vowels or as Single Category (SG) under other
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conditions. Accordingly TC assimilation should lead to very good discrimination; while
CG would result in a performance that would be moderate to good.
Research question 3: Would their identification accuracy be influenced by such
phonetic contexts as vowel environment and syllable structure? It was predicted that
identification accuracy of English [l] and [n] for Gan speakers would vary with vowel
contexts. As mentioned earlier, Gan contrasts /n/ and /l/ syllable- initially before high
vowels. Regarding this phonological fact, a research question was raised that if the Gan
speakers could identify the English [n] and [l] better in these contexts. For speakers of
other dialects, vowel contexts should not affect their identification because they do not
differ in terms of the distribution of the vowels investigated at hand (Refer to Chapter 1
for the vowel inventory of the three dialects).
Moreover, as reviewed in Chapter 3, perceptual difficulty of a non-native phonemic
contrast may vary according to syllable position. As none of the Chinese dialects
involved allow consonant clusters anywhere in a syllable, it was predicted that English [l]
and [n] in syllable clusters would pose more difficulty than those in a singleton, and this
influence should be present in performances of all dialect speakers.
Research question 4: Would their identification accuracy improve after training?
Would the amount of improvement vary as a function of L1 background? In Chapter 1
and Chapter 2, it was reviewed that regarding the failure to achieve native-like perception
by adult L2 learners, the Critical Period Hypothesis (CPH) proposes that after a certain
age the ability of successful L2 learning will be lost; in the context of this study, the CPH
predicts failure among adult learners to achieve native-like perception of an L2. Other
researchers have argued that the failure may be caused by other reasons including
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inadequate input or differences between L1 and L2 (as discussed in Chapter 3). For
example, the Speech Learning Model (SLM) proposes that the speech learning
mechanism remains accessible and malleable throughout the life span.
This dissertation assumes that the human speech perceptual system remains
malleable after puberty and that it allows modification. This study at hand, in fact, was
intended to test this assumption made by SLM through four intensive perceptual training
sessions. It was hypothesized that all Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan speakers should benefit
from the training, which would be evident in the post-test and the generalization test. It is
also hypothesized that the benefits of training would be different for speakers of the three
different dialects; that is, the amount of the improvement in English [l] and [n]
identification would be different, because speakers of the three dialects may have varying
degrees of familiarity with /l/ and /n/ due to the fact that their L1s differ in the
phonological distribution of the two phonemes.
Experiment Design
The perception experiment employed the paradigm of a pre-test and a post-test,
combined with a four-day audio training and a generalization test after the training. The
total duration of this experiment was five days. On the first day, the pre-test was
administered to assess the ability of all speakers to identify English [n] and [l]. On the
second day, audio training was implemented. Two training sessions were administrated
each day for four days, with each session lasting approximately one hour. Altogether
participants received four days of training, totaling eight hours. On the fifth day, after the
last training session, the post-test and the generalization test were run to evaluate the
training effect.
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Participants
Participants were forty-five adult native speakers of Chinese dialects (Jianghuai 15:
female = 4 and male =11, Xinan 18: female = 2 and male = 16, Gan 7: female = 1 and
male = 6, NM 5: female = 2 and male = 3). All participants ranged in age from 18 to 21
years. Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan participants completed all three tests and received full
training. NM speakers were recruited as controls and only participated in the pre-test.
All participants were enrolled as non-English majors at Beihang University in
Beijing, China, at the time of testing. None had lived abroad or had any special training
in English pronunciation or conversation. However, all had learned English for six years
in a classroom setting since junior high school from the age of 12. According to a
language background questionnaire administered before the perception experiment, all
participants were born and raised in their native dialect regions. All had arrived in Beijing
for less than a month when the experiment was carried out. None of the participants
reported any history of a speech or hearing impairment at the time of testing.
Participants were told before the experiment that the study was intended to help
them learn the English /n/ and /l/. Because all participants self-reported that they had
difficulty both perceiving and producing the two English sounds when learning English,
they were all highly interested and motivated to participate in the study. All participants
received cash compensation for their participation after their completion of the
experiment.
Stimuli
The stimuli used in the perception experiment are natural tokens of English [l] and
[n] produced by five American English (AE) speakers (3 females and 2 males). The
wordlist as shown in Table 4-1 consisted of 13 minimal pairs of monosyllabic English
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words contrasting /n/ and /l/ syllable-initially. Stimuli also contrasted in four vowel
contexts (/i/, /u/, [ ], / /) and two syllable structures (absolute singleton and /s/-cluster).
All words were put in a carrier frame of a sentence which reads “Please read ____ three
times.” Three repetitions of each word were elicited, totaling 78 tokens. All 78 tokens
and 20 fillers (3 at the beginning and 17 mixed with the target words) were randomly
listed and printed out for the AE speakers to read out loud. The speakers were instructed
to familiarize themselves with the wordlist before recording and were asked to read the
wordlist clearly but naturally.
Speakers were recorded one at a time in a soundproof booth in the Linguistics
Program phonetics lab at the University of Florida. A unidirectional head-mounted
microphone (Shure SM 10A) and a SONY TCD D8-DAT recorder were used to capture
the production. Data was then transformed into WAV format using a Kay Lab CSL 4400
machine and stored in an IBM computer. The recording was redigitized at a sampling rate
of 44.1 kHz and 16-bit quantization. The seventy-eight target words are segmented out
from the carrier frame and saved as individual WAV files. All tokens used for the
perceptual experiment were then normalized for peak intensity (98 of the intensity scale)
with the UAB software developed at the University of Alabama at Birmingham.
Production of three AE speakers (2 females and 1 male, coded as AE 1 to AE 3) was used
in the pre-test, training, and the post-test. Production of the other two speakers (1 female
and 1 male, coded as AE 4 and AE 5) was used in the generalization test for assessing the
training effect in the context of new AE speakers.
The presentation of the stimuli was controlled by the UAB software. The pre-test
and the post-test used the same random orders of presentation. During the pre and post-
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tests, the stimuli were presented in a total of 486 trials: 26 tokens x 2 repetitions2 x 3
talkers x 3 blocks. The same number of trials were presented in each of the three blocks.
However, order of presentation was different for each block. Additionally, three different
orders were used in the generalization test. .. A short break was given after each block.
The total number of stimuli in the generalization test was 312: 26 tokens x 2 repetitions x
2 talkers x 3 blocks. However, the order of presentation was different from that in the
pres and post-tests. The stimuli used during training were the same as those used during
the pre-test.
Procedure
The experiment was carried out through five computers in the Experiment Sematics
Lab at Beihang University. Participants were instructed in the experiment that the study
was designed to help them learn English [l] and [n]. The instruction for technical
familiarization with the software was in Chinese. Instructions concerning the task were in
English, and appeared on the screen for reference during the experiment. Participants
heard one stimulus per trial and the inter-trial interval was set at1500ms. They were
instructed to pay attention to the sound at the beginning of each trial and to decide
whether they heard it as English [l] or [n] by clicking the button labeled as L or N.
Training sessions differed only in the order of presentation. In each block during
the training session, the first one-third of stimuli (52 stimuli) presentation was intended as
a learning phase. These stimuli were presented in a fixed order: the odd-numbered trials
were all /n/-words and the even-numbered trials were all /l/-words. The remaining twothirds of the block, 104 stimuli, were presented in a random order. For all training trials,

1.

Several words of AE5 were not produced clearly and therefore unusable. To keep it balanced, two
repetitions of each word from all talkers were chosen.
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participants received trial-by-trial feedback, that is, if their response were not correct, the
right button would blink. They could hear the stimuli as many times as they wanted
before they made a choice. Once a button was selected, no replay was allowed.
Data analysis
Mean percentage correct of [l] and [n] identification was calculated for each
participant. The results from the pre-test were submitted to a repeated measures ANOVA
with Consonant (2 levels: [l], [n]) as the within-subject factor and Dialect (4 levels:
Jianghuai, Xinan, Gan, NM) as the between-subject factor. If significant main effects
were found for these factors, a Bonferroni Post hoc test was run. If significant
interactions between the factors were found, a multivariate ANOVA was run afterwards.
If no interaction were (was) found, a repeated measures ANOVA was run for
identification of [n] and [l] separately for each dialect. In addition, to test the effect of
two phonetic factors, a repeated measures ANOVA with Vowel Context (4 levels: /i/, /
/, [ai], /u/) and Syllable Structure (2 levels: singleton, cluster) as the within-subjects
factors, and Dialect (3 levels: Jianghuai, Xinan, Gan) as the between-subjects.
To test the training effect on perception, a repeated measures ANOVA was run
with Test (2 levels: pre-test, post-test) as the within-subjects factor and Dialect (3 levels:
Jianghuai, Xinan, Gan) as the between-subjects factor. If interactions between the factors
were found, a multivariate ANOVA was run; otherwise, a repeated measures ANOVA
was run for each dialect with Test as the within-subjects factor. The same method was
adapted for a comparison between the pre-test and a generalization test. Results from this
experiment will be presented and discussed in the following section.
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Results
First I will report results from the pre-test. Besides comparing the varying
perceptual patterns among Jianghuai, Xinan, Gan, and NM speakers, I will also examine
the effects of two linguistic factors on their perception, vowel context and syllable
structure. Next, I will report results concerning the training effects on speakers’
perceptual ability, by comparing the pre-test with the post-test, the pre-test with the
generalization test respectively, and by examining results from four trainings. In the last
section, I will discuss these results respectively.
Perception in the Pre-test
Mean percent correct identification of English [l] and [n] for all four groups of
speakers (Jianghuai, Xinan, Gan, and NM) are reported in Table 4-2 and Figure 4-1.
As shown in Table 4-2 and Figure 4-1 above, a trend as predicted in previous sections
was observed, i.e., NM speakers were highly accurate in their ability to identify English
[n] and [l] (mean = 98.89%). Scores of Jianghuai (62.89%), Xinan (55.20%), and Gan
(69.93%) were far lower than that of NM speakers. Additionally, except for NM speakers
who did not show differences between [l] and [n], [n] was better identified than [l] in all
other three dialects, but the degree of difference seemed vary among the groups.
To test for cross-dialect differences, the data from NM, Jianghuai, Xinan, and Gan
speakers were submitted to repeated-measures ANOVA with Consonant (2 levels: /n/, /l/)
as the within-subjects factor and Dialect as the between-subjects factor. This analysis
showed that there was a significant main effect of Dialect [F (3, 41) = 33.825, p <.001],
but the main effect of Consonant was not significant [F (1, 41) = 2.769, p =.104]. No
interaction between the two factors was found. For the main effect of Dialect, a
Bonferroni post hoc pair-wise comparison confirmed that NM outperformed all three
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other dialect speakers. Additionally, both Jianghuai and Gan speakers performed
significantly better than Xinan speakers.
A similar repeated measures ANOVA was also performed to compared the
performance of only the dialects of interest (i.e., Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan) without the
control group (i.e., NM speakers). Unlike the first analysis, besides the main effect of
Dialect, this analysis also revealed a significant main effect of the factor Consonant [F (1,
37) = 4.501, p = 0.041]. No interaction between the two factors was found. A Bonferroni
Post hoc indicated that Gan speakers showed an overall better identification than Xinan
speakers (p = 0.007), whereas neither the differences between Jianghuai and Xinan, nor
that between Jianghuai and Gan reached significance. The main effect of Consonant
confirmed that identification English [n] by all 4 groups of speakers was significantly
more accurate than that of English [l].
To evaluate the predictions generated by PAM that Jianghuai and Xinan speakers
would have a better identification of [l] and [n] respectively, paired-samples t-tests were
run for all three dialects. The analyses showed that only Jianghuai speakers identified the
two sounds significantly differently [t = 2.918, df = 14, p = 0.011]. [n] was numerically
better identified than [l] among Xinan and Gan speakers. However, the difference did not
reached statistical significance among these speakers [Xinan: t = 0.628, df = 17, p =
0.538; Gan: t = 0.421, df = 6, p =0.688].
Effects of Vowel Context in the Pre-test
As presented in the section on experiment design, English [l] and [n] produced in
four different vowels contexts were used in the study. There were four vowel contexts in
the stimuli: /i/, / /, [ ], and /u/. Mean percentages correct identification for [l] and [n]
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for each vowel context for each speaker group are reported in Table 4-3 through Table 46, and their error bars are presented in Figure 4-2.
As shown in Table 4-3 through 4-6 and Figure 4-2, a trend in perception across the
four vowel contexts for all dialect speakers was observed. Except for NM speakers,
speakers of other dialects showed differences in performances in different vowel
contexts. Specifically, for [l], it was more accurately identified when preceding [ ] for
Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan; whereas for [n], it was better identified when preceding [i],
[u], and [ ].
A repeated measures ANOVA was run with Vowel Context (4 levels: /i/, / /, [ ],
/u/) and Consonant (2 levels: /l/, /n/) as the within-subjects factors and Dialect as the
between-subjects factor. A main effect of Vowel Context was found [F (3, 228) = 12.477,
p < 0.001], as was an interaction between Vowel Context and Consonant [F (3, 228) =
12.863, p < 0.001]. A repeated measures ANOVA with Vowel Context as the withinsubjects factor was performed for each dialect group and the analyses revealed that, when
both English [l] and [n] were considered, generally there was no significant difference
among the four vowel contexts for speakers of Jianghuai [F (3, 87) = 0.622, p = 0.603],
Xinan [F (3, 105) = 0.310, p = 0.818], or Gan [F (3,39) = 2.803, p = 0.054]. However,
when breaking the results down by each sound, interesting patterns were found. For
identification of [n], the repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of
the factor Vowel Context [F (3, 111) = 10.997, p < 0.001]; a similar effect was found too
for identification of [l] [F (3, 111) = 5.484, p = 0.001]. A follow-up Bonferroni pair-wise
comparison discovered that for [n], identifying in an [ ] context was worse than in the
[i], [ ], and [u] contexts (p < 0.001, p < 0.001, p = 0.002). On the contrary, identification
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of [l] in an [ ] context was better than the other three (p = 0.03, p = 0.06, p = 0.001). No
analysis was run for NM speakers as their performance reached ceiling effect.
Syllable Structure
The mean percentage of correct identification of English [l] and [n] in two syllable
positions (i.e. word-initial single, word-initial cluster with /s/) for all four groups of
speakers is reported in Table 4-7 through Table 4-10 and also in Figure 4-3.
As shown in Table 4-7 through 4-10 and in Figure4-3, except for NM speakers,
speakers from the three dialects of interest demonstrated different identification patterns
for different syllable structures. Specifically, [n] was better identified in singletons than
in clusters by speakers of Jianghuai (68.85% and 55.05%), Xinan (58.39% and 53.55%),
and Gan (73.67% and 55.95%); whereas [l] was more accurately identified in clusters
than in singletons for speakers of Xinan (60.34% and 55.39%) and Gan (73.02% and
68.18%), but not for Jianghuai speakers (49.26% and 58.59%). In each syllable structure,
[n] was more accurately identified that [l] in singletons for all three groups, whereas [l]
was more accurately identified in cluster except for Jianghuai speakers.
Data from Jianghuai, Xinan, and Gan speakers were then submitted to a repeatedmeasures ANOVA with Syllable Structure (2 levels: singleton, cluster) and Consonant (2
levels: /l/, /n/) as the within-subjects factors and Dialect (4 levels: Jianghuai, Xinan, Gan,
NM) as the between-subjects factor. A main effect of Syllable Structure was found [F (1,
76) = 19.835, p < 0.001]. Interactions between Syllable Structure and Consonant, and
Syllable Structure [F (1,76) = 11.437, p < 0.001] and Dialect [F (2, 76) =6.357, p =
0.003] were also found.
A follow-up repeated measures ANOVA for each dialect group was run with
Syllable Structure and Consonant as the within-subjects factors. The analysis revealed a
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main effect for Syllable Structure in Jianghuai [F (3, 42) = 7.345, p < 0.001] and Gan [F
(3,18) = 4.705, p = 0.014]. A follow-up pairwise comparison showed that Jianghuai
speakers identified [n] better when it appeared in singletons than in clusters (p =0.007).
Moreover, Jianghuai speakers identified [n] better than [l] in syllable singletons (p =
0.027). Gan speakers also identified [n] better when it was in singletons than in clusters
(p = 0.015), and identified [n] better than [l] when they were in clusters (p = 0.008). No
differences for Xinan speakers in identifying [l] or [n] were resulted from different
Syllable Structures.
Effects of Training
Training is examined from three perspectives: Pre-test vs. Post-test to assess the
effect of training on the same tokens produced by the same talkers; Pre-test vs.
Generalization test to evaluate how participants generalized the training effect to same
tokens from new AE speakers.
Pre-test vs. Post-test Comparison
Percentage of correct identification before (pre-test) and after training (post-test)
for Jianghuai, Xinan, and Gan speakers are reported in Table 4-11 through Table 4-14,
and also in Figure 4-4.
As shown in Table 4-11 through 4-14 and in Figure 4-4 above, overall, improved
performance was observed for speakers from all three dialects (61.94 % vs. 67.95 % for
Jianghuai, 56.90 % vs. 61.10 % for Xinan, and 69.93% vs. 79.36% for Gan) yielding a
mean average perceptual gain of 5.8 %. (Mean percentage of correct responses was
61.06% in the pre-test and 66.86% in the post-test). A repeated-measures ANOVA was
carried out with Test (2 levels: pre-test, post-test) as the within-subjects factor, and
Dialects (3 levels: Jianghuai, Xinan, Gan) as the between-subjects factor. It revealed a
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significant main effect of Test [F (1, 37) = 17.680, p < 0.001] and Dialect [F (2, 37) =
4.411, p = 0.019], but no interaction between the two factors [F (2, 37) = 0.852, p =
0.435], suggesting that a comparable amount of improvement was realized for all three
groups of speakers. The performance of Jianghuai and Gan were both better than that of
Xinan, and Gan was better than Jianghuai; but a Bonferroni Post hoc indicated that only
Gan speakers outperformed Xinan speakers in both Pre- and Post-tests (p = 0.017).
As shown in Figure 4-4, the improvement in [l] identification seemed to be greater
than [n] for all. To examine the improvement in [l] and [n] respectively, a repeated
measures ANOVA with Test (2 levels: pre-test, post-test) as the within-subjects factor
was carried out for each dialect group. A significant increase in [l] was found for both
Gan listeners [F (1, 6) = 7.172, p = 0.037] and Jianghuai listeners [F (1, 14) = 13.891, p =
0.002], but not in the Xinan group.
Pre-test vs. Generalization Test
To evaluate whether the effects of training is generalized to English [l] and [n]
produced by new AE speakers, all three groups were administered a generalization test
using stimuli produced by two additional AE speakers (AE4, AE5). The results of this
test are shown in Table 4-11 through Table 4-14 presented in the previous section, and
also in Figure 4-5.
As shown in Table 4-11 through 4-14 and Figure 4-5, all three groups showed an
increase in the percentage of correct identification in the generalization test (the mean
percentage correct in the generalization test was 64.79%, compared to 61.06% in the pretest). To assess if the training effect transferred to new AE speakers, data from the
generalization test was compared to that from the pre-test in a repeated measures analysis
with Test (2 levels: pre-test, generalization test) as the within-subjects factor, and Dialect
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(3 levels: Jianghuai, Xinan, Gan) as the between-subjects factor. It revealed a significant
main effect of Test [F (1, 37) = 8.268, p = 0.007] and Dialect [F (2, 37) = 4.004, p =
0.027. A Bonferroni Post hoc test showed that Gan speakers outperformed Xinan
speakers in both the pre-test and the generalization tests (p = 0.023). The amount of
improvement among the three dialects was, however, comparable, as the analysis did not
find a significant interaction between the factors of Test and Dialect [F (2, 37) = 0.336, p
= 0.717].
To examine the improvement in [l] and [n] respectively, a repeated measures
ANOVA with Test (2 levels: pre-test, generalization test) as the within-subjects factor
was carried out for each dialect group. A significant increase in [l] was found for both
Jianghuai speakers [F (1, 14) = 4.84, p = 0.041] and Gan speakers [F (1, 6) = 5.99, p =
0.049], but such significance was not found in the Xinan group.
Discussion
The discussion is structured as follows. First, I will examine the perceptual patterns
of all speakers before any training. Next, I will discuss the effect of vowel context and
syllable structure on identifying [l] and [n] prior to training. Last, I will present the
discussion on training effect.
Perception Patterns
In Chapter 3, it was predicted that perception of [l] and [n] contrast would be easy
for NM speakers, but difficult for Jianghuai, Xinan, and Gan speakers. Secondly, the
degree of difficulty would vary among the southern dialect groups.
The first prediction was confirmed: NM speakers were the best in identifying the
non-native contrast; in fact, far better than the other three groups. As predicted by the
Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM), the discriminability of English /n/ and /l/ depends
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on degree of phonetic (dis) similarity to the phonological categories present in the
listener’s L1. The contrast between /l/ and /n/ is present in NM which enabled the NM
speakers to assimilate a non-native [l] and [n] into separated phonemic categories, termed
Two-Category (TC) assimilation. Thus, as expected, NM speakers’ performance was
excellent. Because the /l/ and /n/ contrast functions at best partially at the phonemic level
in the other three dialects from NM, its perception by the other three dialects speakers
was not as good as by the NM speakers. However, the prediction concerning relative
degrees of identification accuracy among Jianghuai, Xinan, and Gan speakers was not
entirely confirmed. It was predicted that Gan speakers would perform better than both
Jianghuai and Xinan groups, because Gan contrasts /n/ and /l/ phonemically at least in the
context of a high vowel, whereas the contrast is absent in all vowel contexts in Jianghuai
and Xinan. The lack of contrast in Jianghuai and Xinan suggests that both groups should
have performed equally bad. This aspect of the hypothesis was not confirmed as the
results indicate that Jianghuai speakers performed significantly better than Xinan
speakers. Xinan and Gan cases will be first discussed as they followed the prediction.
First, Xinan speakers’ poor discrimination can be accounted for in terms of the difference
between the phonemic organizations between the Xinan and English: of the two
phonemes /n/ and /l/ in English, Xinan has only /n/. Xinan Speakers assimilated the two
English sounds into a Single-Category (SC) in the native phonological system. For Gan
speakers, it was predicted that assimilation patterns would be more complex than Xinan.
This was because Gan speakers might perceive the contrast as either TC or Single
Category (SC): TC assimilation because Gan does contrast the two non-native sounds
before high vowels, SC type because Gan does not distinguish /n/ and /l / before non-high
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vowels. The results suggested, however, that the moderate degree of identification
accuracy (69.93%) in the non-high vowel condition found for Gan speakers was better
characterized as reflecting a Category-Goodness (CG) type of assimilation pattern rather
than an SC assimilation pattern. In this sense, Gan speakers perceived both English [l]
and [n] into one native phoneme category (though into which phoneme cannot be
concluded from the present study). [n] was perceived as more similar to the native
phoneme than [l] was, as revealed by the fact that the identification score for [n] was
better than [l]. The assimilation into one category prevented the Gan speakers from
having as a good discrimination as NM speakers.
Turning to the Jianghuai speakers’ perception, it was predicted that their
performance would be as poor as Xinan speakers. However, the results obtained revealed
that their performance was significantly better than that of Xinan speakers ((mean % of
correction: 61.93 vs. 56.89 %). Jianghuai speakers’ perception had been predicted to fall
in SC assimilation as there is one phoneme, /l/, in Jianghuai vs. two phonemes, /n/ and /l/,
in English. But Jianghuai speakers performed better than Xinan speakers who showed SC
assimilation. It seems that the difference cannot be accounted for at the phonemic level.
Recall that Jianghuai /l/ has two allophones: [l] in syllable initial positions and [n] in
syllable final positions. Neither the Native Language Magnet model (NLM) nor PAM
takes into consideration the effect of allophonic variations on non-native contrast
perception. The Speech Learning Model (SLM), on the other hand, proposes that in
addition to phonemic features, L2 perception should also seek explanation in terms of
allophonic differences. The function of allophones facilitated the mapping of the phonetic
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features of English /n/ and /l/ onto native phonetic categories, which resulted in better
discrimination than Xinan speakers, who could only rely on the phonemic differences.
It is also possible that Jianghuai speakers’ perception was of the CG assimilation
type as was the case with Gan speakers. If this is so, the degree of goodness fit in a native
category must be different in the two groups. That is, both dialect groups perceived one
of the two sounds as a better exemplar of a native category than the other sound, but the
distance between the assimilation of the two was different. Such an interpretation may be
generated through the Native Language Magnet model (NLM), as it allows a
psychoacoustic comparison between two non-native sounds. When non-native sounds fall
into a native phonetic category, the magnet effect of the prototype reduces the
discrimination between them, but their psychoacoustic distances between the prototype
and among themselves in the native space will determine the perceptual sensitivity. In
Gan and Jianghuai, if both non-native sounds fell into one native category and they both
differed from the prototype, assimilation distances could be conceptualized as illustrated
in Figure 4-6 (A similar conception was used in Hansberger 2001).
For the sake of illustration both dialects are put into one figure, although they may
differ in what the phoneme they assimilated the non-native sounds into. The circle
represents a conceptual phonetic space and the star at center suggests where the prototype
is located. Both [l] and [n] fell in a distance between the prototypes within the space for
Gan than Jianghuai. Gan speakers might perceive the sounds as poorer exemplars from
their prototype than Jianghuai speakers, who perceive the similarity between the sounds
and their prototype (this could not be tested in the current study). But if this were the
case, then it could explain the better discrimination of Gan speakers. As both Gan and
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Jianghuai perceived the sounds as poor exemplars of their prototype, the distance
between the exemplars themselves determined the degree of discriminability. The two
assimilations in Gan were closer to each other psychoacoustically, resulting in no
significant difference between the two as shown earlier in Figure 4-1. For Jianghuai
speakers, although both assimilations fell away from the prototype, they differed in a
greater extent physically than the assimilations in Gan, and resulted in a better
discrimination between the two. Moreover, because perceived assimilation of [n] was
farther away from the prototype than that of the [l], [n] was better identified.
In summary, the PAM using the TC and SC assimilation cases could account for
the discrimination of NM and Xinan speakers. The explanation of Gan and Jianghuai
speakers required consideration of additional factors, as well as combination of different
models. In addition to the examination of the contribution of phonemic and phonetic
differences between L1 and L2, the experiment also studied effects of two other linguistic
factors on perception of English [l] and [n], which is presented in the following sections.
Vowel context
As shown in the earlier section, except for NM speakers, speakers of other three
dialects all showed difference performances in different vowel contexts. Specifically, for
[l], it was better identified for when preceding [ ] for Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan; whereas
for [n], it was better identified when preceding [i], [u], and [ ].
The different perception of [l] and [n] across the four vowel contexts can be
attributed to the acoustic characteristics of each vowel. /i/ and /u/ are both high vowels
and have a formant within the low-frequency range; whereas / / a low vowel lacks such
a low frequency formant. The presence of low frequency resonance in [i] and [u]
provided an acoustical context that is more similar to [n] that also has a formant in the
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similar range (Abramson et al. 1979). This effect, however, was not applicable to NM
speakers who were experienced in terms of familiarity with /l/ and /n/ contrast. The
hypothesis that vowel contexts do not influence the perception by NM speaker could
have been strengthened if more stimuli contrasting [l] and [n] in various syllable
positions had been used. In summary, the prediction is confirmed that vowel contexts
would influence the identification of English [l] and [n], but it is confirmed from a
different perspective. The influence of vowel context is not a result at the phonemic level,
but at the phonetic level.
Syllable structure
Results showed that, except NM speakers, speakers from other three dialects
demonstrated a different pattern of identification in different syllable structures.
Specifically, [n] was better identified in singletons than in clusters for all speakers;
whereas [l] was better identified in clusters than in singletons except for Jianghuai
speakers. [n] was better identified than [l] in singletons for all these three groups, whereas
[l] was better identified in clusters except for Jianghuai speakers.
It was mentioned in Chapter 2 that phonotactic rules in L1 may also contribute in
L2 speech perception. In the three dialects, none allows [l] or [n] in clusters in either
syllable initial positions or final positions. The current study failed to support the
hypothesis that perception should be easier in singleton than in cluster, since only the
identification of [n] was consistently better in singletons than in clusters for all dialect
groups. Identification of [l] suggested that it was easier in clusters than in singletons. This
cannot be explained by the influence of L1 phonotactic rules, and suggests other
perspectives needed to be taken. In stimuli that contain syllable clusters, [s] precedes the
target sound. As a fricative, [s] contains strong energy in high frequency range. It is
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speculated that the presence of prominence at high frequencies in the preceding fricative
may have hindered the perception of the following [l] and [n]. It is further hypothesized
that such hindrance is greater for [n] than for [l]. This hypothesis, however, cannot be
confirmed by the current study, but would be strengthened by acoustic analysis of the
fricative [s] and an investigation on higher frequencies of both [l] and [n] in future
studies.
Training Effects
A comparison between the pre-test and the post-test suggests that, overall, speakers
of all three dialects improved equally after training. Moreover, all three groups showed
better identification in the generalization test. Furthermore, the improvement in [l]
identification seemed to be greater than [n] for all dialect groups, but only Jianghuai and
Gan speakers achieved a significant increase in [l].
By examining the data from the four-day training, it was found that speakers from
Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan all demonstrated similar tracks of performance improvements.
The increase was of the greatest amount between the pre-test and the first day of training,
and then slowed down. There was a sudden drop in the performance in the post-test and
generalization test.
Results obtained provide evidence that is not in favor of the Critical Period
Hypothesis (CPH), which claims after a certain age the ability of successful L2 learning
disappears. Instead the results support the prediction that laboratory training would be
beneficial to all speakers. Generally speakers from Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan all
improved equally from pre-test to post-test; and they could all apply the training to the
identification of stimuli by new AE speakers in the generalization test. These findings are
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in favor of SLM in that the speech learning mechanism (the ability to identify English /n/
and /l/ by these dialect speakers) remains accessible and malleable in adulthood.
Secondly, Jianghuai and Gan speakers’ identification of [l] was improved more
than that of Xinan speakers. It suggests that L1 phonemic inventory may play a role in
perceptual training. Recall that Jianghuai has [l] as an allophone and Gan has it as a
phoneme before high vowels. This suggests that the familiarity with the target sound
facilitates speakers’ learning of the non-native sound. On the other hand, a similar
influence was not observed in the improvement of [n] identification. Therefore, the above
conclusion may only apply for certain non-native sounds.
Besides implications about training in L2 speech perception, the findings in this
experiment also provide support for the trend of training power mentioned in Chapter 3.
The track of speakers’ performance throughout the five days of the experiment revealed
that the greatest improvement occurred in the first day of training. The improvement
slowed down in the following days. The drop from the 4th training to the post-test could
be attributed to experiment design. First, as participants were allowed to take as much
time as they needed to make an identification choice, and were provided with feedbacks
after each trial Moreover, they were not under the “testing pressure” in the training
sessions as in the post-test. Therefore, the accuracy of their identification was higher in
the training sessions as compared to the post-test and the generalization test. Secondly,
for practical reasons, the post-test and the generalization test were both carried out on the
same day after the last training. Speakers had finished two-hour training before the final
testing. Fatigue might have played an important role in the deteriorating accuracy in
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identifying the English contrast in the last day. Nonetheless, speakers’ performance was
significantly better in the post-test and the generalization test compared with the pre-test.
Summary
In summary, the results obtained provided answers to the research questions: NM
speakers did not have much difficulty in distinguishing English [l] and [n]; whereas
Jianghuai, Xinan, and Gan speakers had difficulty in perceiving the non-native contrast.
The difficulty they encountered, however, was not of the same degree. Current crosslanguage speech perception models could account for the degree of difficulty experienced
by the three dialect groups, but none could offer a satisfactory explanation by itself. The
differences can be attributed to phonemic and phonetic differences between L1 and L2,
and as well as two other linguistic factors: vowel context and syllable structure. Vowel
contexts and syllable structures influenced Jianghuai, Xinan, and Gan speakers’ accuracy
in identifying [l] and [n]; but did not have effect on NM speakers. It suggests that the
phonetic factors can only influence L2 learners’ perception when they are inexperienced
with the non-native contrasts.
Furthermore, Jianghuai, Xinan, and Gan speakers all improved in their abilities to
perceptually distinguishing English [l] and [n] at syllable initial positions. The results are
in favor of the hypothesis that the human perceptual mechanism remains accessible after
puberty. It can be concluded that Jianghuai, Xinan, and Gan speakers’ perceptual abilities
concerning certain speech sounds can be modified through laboratory training with
natural stimuli. The carry-over effect of perceptual training to production by Xinan
speakers will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Table 4-1 English wordlist used in the data collection.

Table 4-2 Mean percentage correct in [l] and [n] identification for Jianghuai (n = 15),
Xinan (n = 18), Gan (n = 7) and NM (n = 7) speakers in the pre-test.
Jianghuai
Xinan
Gan
NM
[n]
[l]
[n]
[l]
[n]
[l]
[n]
[l]
Mean
66.72
57.15
56.06
54.34
70.94
68.92
98.62
98.91
SD
8.68
17.33
7.42
7.1
10
21.77
1.36
0.97
100.00

mean % correct

80.00
60.00
40.00
20.00
0.00
Jianghuai

Xinan

Gan
/n/

/l/

Figure 4-1 Identification of [l] and [n] of all dialect speakers in the pre-test.

NM
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Table 4-3 Mean percentage correct of [l] and [n] identification in four vowel contexts for
NM speakers (n = 5) in the pre-test.
[n]
[l]
[i]
[ ]
[ ]
[u]
[i]
[ ]
[ ]
[u]
Mean
98.28
98.93
99.21
98.93
98.97
98.28
99.63
99.28
SD
1.52
0.88
0.52
1.01
0.90
0.85
0.34
0.21
Table 4-4 Mean percentage correct of [l] and [n] identification in four vowel contexts for
Jianghuai speakers (n = 15) in the pre-test.
[n]
[l]
[i]
[ ]
[ ]
[u]
[i]
[ ]
[ ]
[u]
Mean
68.52
55.80
68.40
68.52
57.31
65.92
59.01
48.02
[n]
[l]
[i]
[ ]
[ ]
[u]
[i]
[ ]
[ ]
[u]
SD
15.64
14.96
23.56
12.54
21.10
16.78
29.06
19.76
Table 4-5 Mean percentage correct of [l] and [n] identification in four vowel contexts for
Xinan speakers (n = 18) in the pre-test.
[n]
[l]
[i]
[ ]
[ ]
[u]
[i]
[ ]
[ ]
[u]
Mean
61.73
51.54
56.07
59.88
54.94
60.29
56.69
53.09
SD
15.59
9.87
13.49
9.72
16.71
14.67
16.28
12.43
Table 4-6 Mean percentage correct of [l] and [n] identification in four vowel contexts for
Gan speakers (n = 7) in the pre-test.
[n]
[l]
[i]
[ ]
[ ]
[u]
[i]
[ ]
[ ]
[u]
Mean
81.55
59.79
84.66
67.99
74.60
84.65
75.13
70.90
SD
11.50
9.30
8.40
15.56
21.54
15.70
30.03
17.72
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100.00

Mean % correct

80.00

60.00

40.00

20.00

0.00
Jiangh
uai-n

Jiangh
uai-l

Xinan-n

Xinan-l

Gan-n

V1

V3

V2

Gan-l

NM-n

NM-l

V4

Figure 4-2 Identification of [l] and [n] in four vowel contexts by all dialect speakers (V1
/i/, V2/ /, V3 [ ], and V4 /u/).
Table 4-7 Mean percentage correct in [l] and [n] identification in two syllable structures
for NM speakers (n = 5) in the pre-test.
[n]
[l]
Singleton
Cluster
Singleton
cluster
Mean
98.28
98.87
99.21
98.78
SD
1.69
1.02
0.70
1.04
Table 4-8 Mean percentage correct of [l] and [n] identification in two syllable structures
for Jianghuai speakers (n = 15) in the pre-test.
[n]
[l]
Singleton
Cluster
Singleton
cluster
Mean
68.85
55.00
58.59
49.26
SD
10.39
6.49
17.86
18.71
Table 4-9 Mean percentage correct of [l] and [n] identification in two syllable structures
for Xinan speakers (n = 18) in the pre-test.
[n]
[l]
Singleton
Cluster
Singleton
cluster
Mean
58.39
53.55
55.39
60.34
SD
10.29
9.85
12.52
10.21
Table 4-10 Mean percentage correct of [l] and [n] identification in two syllable structures
for Gan speakers (n = 7) in the pre-test.
[n]
[l]
Singleton
Cluster
Singleton
cluster
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Mean
SD

73.67
11.43

55.95
2.50

68.18
24.34

73.02
8.44

100.00

mean % correct

80.00
60.00
40.00
20.00
0.00
Jianghuai

Xinan

[n] in singleton

[n] in cluster

Gan

[l] in singleton

NM

[l] in cluster

Figure 4-3 Identification of [l] and [n] in two syllable structures by all dialect speakers in
the pre-test.
Table 4-11 Mean percentage correct in [l] and [n] identification in two syllable structures
for NM speakers (n = 5) in the pre-test.
[n]
[l]
Singleton
Cluster
Singleton
cluster
Mean
98.28
98.87
99.21
98.78
[n]
[l]
Singleton
Cluster
Singleton
cluster
SD
1.69
1.02
0.70
1.04
Table 4-12 Mean percentage correct of [l] and [n] identification in two syllable structures
for Jianghuai speakers (n = 15) in the pre-test.
[n]
[l]
Singleton
Cluster
Singleton
cluster
Mean
68.85
55.00
58.59
49.26
SD
10.39
6.49
17.86
18.71
Table 4-13 Mean percentage correct of [l] and [n] identification in two syllable structures
for Xinan speakers (n = 18) in the pre-test.
[n]
[l]
Singleton
Cluster
Singleton
cluster
Mean
58.39
53.55
55.39
60.34
SD
10.29
9.85
12.52
10.21
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Table 4-14 Mean percentage correct of [l] and [n] identification in two syllable structures
for Gan speakers (n = 7) in the pre-test.
[n]
[l]
Singleton
Cluster
Singleton
cluster
Mean
73.67
55.95
68.18
73.02
SD
11.43
2.50
24.34
8.44
100.00

Mean % correct

80.00

60.00

40.00

20.00

0.00
Jianghuai-n

Jianghuai-l

Xinan-n
PRE

Xinan-l

Gan-n

Gan-l

POST

Figure 4-4 Comparison of mean percentage of correction between the pre-test and the
post-test for Jianghuai, Xinan, Gan speakers.
100.00

Mean % correct

80.00

60.00

40.00

20.00

0.00
Jianghuai-n

Jianghuai-l

Xinan-n
PRE

Xinan-l

Gan-n

Gan-l

GENE

Figure 4-5 Comparison of mean percentage of correction between the pre-test and the
generalization test for Jianghuai, Xinan, Gan speakers.
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Gan-n
Gan-l

Jianghuai-n

Jianghuai-l
native
prototype

Figure 4-6 Conceptual assimilation of [l] and [n] by Jianghuai and Gan speakers.

CHAPTER 5
PRODUCTION OF ENGLISH [L] AND [N] BY AMERICAN ENGLISH AND XINAN
SPEAKERS
Results of the perception experiment reported in Chapter 4 demonstrated that native
speakers of Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan dialects of Chinese had difficulty identifying
English [l] and [n] before training. More importantly, consistent with previous training
studies, the ability to identify the two English consonants by all three groups of Chinese
speakers was found to improve after four days of perceptual training. As reviewed in
Chapter 2, some previous training studies also demonstrated that improved perception
ability after training transferred to production ability without further production training
(Bradlow 1997, Yamada et al. 1993). This finding supported the hypothesis that speech
production is intricately linked to speech production as proposed by the Motor Theory
and the Direct-realist Theory, which were reviewed in Chapter 3.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the overall goal of this research was to evaluate the
effectiveness of perception training on the identification of English [l] and [n] by native
Chinese speakers, and not on whether the production of English [l] and [n] by these
groups of speakers would improve after perception training. The production of English [l]
and [n] by all three groups of Chinese speakers before and after the perception training
was, therefore, not obtained. Nonetheless, six native Xinan speakers were recorded to
produce the 13 minimal pairs of English /l/ and /n/ contrasts used in the perception
experiment. It was decided that their production and that of the five native English
speakers would be acoustically analyzed to see (a) which acoustic dimensions
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differentiate English [l] and [n] among both English and Xinan speakers; and (b) how
Xinan speakers’ production of English [l] and [n] differ from or are similar to that of
native English speakers.
Research Questions
Recall in Chapter 1, regarding the production of English [l] and [n], two questions
were asked:
•

Research question 5: What are the acoustic cues American English speakers use to
distinguish [l] and [n] in their production?

•

Research question 6: Would Xinan speakers be able to distinguish English [l] and
[n] in production after perceptual training?

As mentioned in Chapter 2, an investigation into acoustic dimensions that serve to
distinguish English [l] and [n] is currently lacking. As such, this study will be among the
first to systematically document phonetic similarities and/or differences between English
[l] and [n]. Additionally, acoustic analyses of English [l] and [n] produced by Xinan
speakers may provide insight into why they have difficulty identifying these two nonnative sounds. Furthermore, if Xinan speakers could not produce the difference between
English [l] and [n], then one may conclude that improved perception after four days of
perceptual training did not result in improved production. These results would be
inconsistent with the findings of some previous training studies and with theories of
speech perception that proposed a close link between speech perception and production.
The chapter will be organized as follows. First, the design of the production
experiment will be described and justified. Next, results will be presented and discussed
for each acoustic dimension examined. In this section, AE speakers’ production will be
examined to test the prediction that they will distinguish [l] and [n] across a series of
acoustic dimensions: not only in commonly used ones, but also by “new” dimensions
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proposed in this study. Next, Xinan speakers’ production will be measured to test the
prediction that they may show some degree of distinction between the English [l] and [n]
in certain acoustic dimensions, the number of which may be smaller than that of AE
speakers. AE and Xinan speakers will then be compared to examine in what dimensions
Xinan speakers were similar or different from native speakers. Finally, implication to the
relationship between perception and production will be discussed based on what was
found in the study.
Experiment Design
Speakers
There were eleven speakers altogether in this production experiment. Six were the
same five AE speakers (AE 1-5) who produced the stimuli used in the perception
experiment. The other half were six Xinan speakers (2 females and 4 males), who were
recorded after they completed the entire perception experiment.
Stimuli
The same 13 minimal pairs contrasting English /l/ and /n/ syllable initially used in
the perception test were recorded for the acoustic analysis. Xinan speakers read the same
wordlist as the AE speakers did. Altogether 264 tokens (11 talkers x 12 pairs of words x
2 repetitions) were recorded using the same equipment and procedures as describe in the
section on experiment design of the perception experiment. However, unlike the stimuli
used in the perception experiment in which perceptual loudness needed to be controlled,
these stimuli were not normalized for peak intensity.
Acoustic Measurement
As discussed in Chapter 2, based on the ways English [l] and [n] are produced,
eight acoustical dimensions were proposed to serve as cues to the distinction between [l]
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and [n]. As reviewed in Chapter 2, three out of the eight dimensions have been
traditionally used to compare between [l] and [n]. They are the duration of CV transition,
frequency and bandwidth and intensity of the consonant formants. One dimension: the
spectral features of the glottal pulses at around the constriction release, has been
previously used to analyze [l] and [n] separately, but has not been used to compare the
two sounds. The rest four dimensions have not been used to investigate the differences
between [l] and [n] in previous literature. They are the duration of consonant, rate of
mean intensity change during the CV transition, spectral moments of the consonant and
nasalization of following vowels. Each dimension was calculated using the PRAAT
software developed at the University of Amsterdam (Boersma & Weenink, 2004).
1.

Duration of the consonant from the onset of the consonant to the release of the
consonant (vowel onset), as shown in Figure 5-1. This is a waveform generated by
PRAAT for the English word “Lee” produced by a female AE speaker (the dotted
vertical lines represents glottal pulses). The total duration of the word is 294.85
milliseconds (ms).

2.

Duration of the CV transition from the release of the consonant to the point when
the second formant of the vowel becomes steady, as shown in Figure 5-1 and
Figure 5-2.

3.

First three formants (F1, F2, F3) and their intensity (I1, I2, I3) and bandwidths (B1,
B2, B3) of the consonant measured at consonant midpoint. Figure 5-2 shows a
broadband spectrogram generated by PRAAT. This is an English word “Lee”
produced by a female AE speaker. The dotted lines track how formants change.
The plain line represents the mean intensity trend along the time of 288.84 ms
shown here. The vertical spike-like line at the onset of the CV transition indicates
the release of the constriction of the lateral. The intensity of a formant at a
specified point is calculated in the following way. First a 30-ms Gaussian window
was centered at the target time point. For example, when measuring the
consonantal formant intensities, the target time would be the mid-point of the
steady-state of the consonant. Second, an FFT spectrum was generated for the
windowed selection. PRAAT calculates the spectrum based on the center half of
the selection and the edges are largely ignored. Third, the spectrum was converted
into an LTAS (Long-term average spectrum) using the 1-to-1 setting to exclude
loss of frequency resolution. An LTAS is the averaged intensity or amplitude
spectrum across a selected frequency range for continuous speech, reflecting the
contribution of the glottal source and the vocal tract for the voice quality; and the
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best length for speech analysis is 30 ms (Nordemberg and Sundberg 2003). As a
last step, the intensity was measured from the LTAS at specified frequency range
obtained earlier in this procedure.
4.

The difference between the first two formants (F2-1) measured as in the procedure
listed in 3.

5.

The rate of mean intensity, represented by the plain line in Figure 5-2, calculated as
the difference in intensity measured between the onset and the offset of the CV
transition, divided by the duration of time between the two points.

6.

Spectral moments, which are the center of gravity (COG), the Standard Deviation
(STD), the Skewness, and the Kurtosis, measured at the midpoint of the consonant.
Spectral analysis of all four moments was performed using PRAAT. A 30-ms
Gaussian window was used, and the spectrum at the center point of the windowed
selection was derived via Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Before the spectrum is
generated, the sound slice was fed through a Hanning bandpass filter. The present
study adopts a fixed window using a filter of 100-1000 Hz to capture the lowfrequency spectra.

7.

Spectral analysis of three consecutive glottal pulses around the constriction release.
The first and second formants and their rates of changes were measured. The three
consecutive glottal pulses are: (1) the one immediately before the constriction
release (P1), (2) at the constriction release (P2), and (3) the one immediately after
the constriction release (P3), as shown in Figure 5-3.

8.

Nasalization of the vowel (V) following the consonant, measured at the midpoint of
the vowel. Parameters measured are F1 frequency, F1 bandwidth and F1 intensity.

Statistical Analysis
Values obtained for all eight acoustic parameters measured were submitted to
statistical analyses. A repeated measures ANOVA was run with Consonant (2 levels: /n/,
/l/) and Syllable structure (2 levels: singleton, cluster) as within-subjects factors, and
Language (2 levels: AE, Xinan) and Gender3 (2 levels: female, male) as between-subject
factors. All acoustic parameters measured were also analyzed with a Discriminant
Function Analysis (DFA) (see Appendix I for details) to examine their relative degree of
effectiveness in classifying sounds as being either /l/ or /n/.

3

Gender difference is expected in formant frequencies and bandwidth due to anatomical reasons.
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Results and Discussion
In this section, acoustic dimensions are discussed one by one. For each dimension,
AE and Xinan speakers’ production will be discussed separately and then followed by a
comparison between the two.
Duration of [n] and [l]
As mentioned above, the duration of the consonant was measured from the
formation of the constriction of the consonant to its release. Figure 5-4 shows the mean
duration of English [l] and [n] in milliseconds in two syllable structures (NP1: singleton,
NP2: cluster) produced by all AE and Xinan speakers.
For AE speakers, as shown in this figure, both [l] and [n] are much longer in wordinitial singleton positions than in word-initial cluster positions (123.53 ms vs. 47.46 ms
for [l] and 147.28 ms vs. 41.61 ms for [n]). Additionally, [l] are shorter than [n] in
singleton, but the opposite is true for cluster position for AE speakers. These observations
were confirmed when the data was submitted to a repeated-measures ANOVA with
Consonant and Syllable Structure as the within-subjects factors. Specifically, the analysis
yielded significant main effect of Syllable Structure [F (1, 63) = 29.957, p< 0.001].
Results of the follow-up paired-samples t-test analyses revealed that the duration of both
[n] and [l] were longer in singletons than in clusters [ [n]: t = 8.568, df = 23, p< 0.001],
[l]: t = 6.278, df = 21, p < 0.001 for]. However, no difference was found between the two
sounds either in singleton [t = 1.002, df = 21, p = 0.328] or cluster [t = -0.584, df = 23, p
= 0.565] was found. Additionally, the Discriminant Function Analysis (DFA) failed to
show that consonantal duration could effectively classify the stimuli into /n/ and /l/
categories.
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Similar to the AE data just reported, as illustrated in Figure 5-4, English [l] and [n]
are produced with a shorter duration in clusters compared to singletons by Xinan
speakers (106.17 ms vs. 80.42ms for [l] and 128.73ms vs. 78.31 ms for [n]). However,
unlike AE speakers, the difference between the two positions did not appear to be as
great. Similar to AE speakers, [l] appeared to be slightly shorter than [n] in singleton
while the opposite was true for cluster. A repeated measures ANOVA with Consonant
and Syllable Structure as the within-subjects factors was run, and a significant main
effect of Syllable Structure was found [F (1, 63) = 10.357, p < 0.001]. A paired-samples
t-test analysis showed a significant difference for Syllable Structure in [n], in that the
duration of [n] was longer in singletons than that in clusters [t = 4.627, df = 20, p<
0.001]. No significant differences were found between [l] and [n] either in singletons or
in clusters.
Comparing the production of AE speakers with that of Xinan speakers, it was
found that duration was longer for AE speakers in clusters, while shorter in singletons.
Table 5-1 listed the difference in mean durations between Xinan and AE speakers in each
syllable structure for both [l] and [n]. Except for [n] in singleton, all productions by
Xinan speakers were different from those by AE speakers. Another repeated measures
ANOVA with Language (2 levels: English, Xinan) as the between-subjects factor and
Consonant (2 levels: [l], [n]) and Syllable Position (2 levels: singleton, cluster) as the
within-subjects factors was performed and the results reported in Table 5-1. These results
suggested that Xinan speakers do not differentiate [l] and [n] in English in terms of
consonantal duration, and that their production is far from native-like.
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Duration of the CV Transition
Duration of the CV transition was measured from the release of the consonant to
the point when the second formant of the vowel became steady. Figure 5-5 illustrated the
CV durations by XINAN and AE speakers. For AE speakers, as shown in this figure, CV
transition of [l] is longer than that of [n] in both singletons ([l]: 25.23 ms, [n]: 20.23 ms)
and clusters ([l]: 37.65 ms, [n]: 20.34 ms). Furthermore, CV transition of [l] is shorter in
singleton than in cluster, whereas there is almost no difference between the syllable
structures for [n].
Results of a repeated measures ANOVA for the AE data indicated that CV
transition for [l] was longer than that of [n] in Singleton [F (1,101) = 6.422, p = 0.013],
and in Cluster [F (1,88) = 13.836, p < 0.001]. O’ Connor et al. (1957) found that
transition duration is an important factor for distinguishing [l] and [n]. These researchers
found that if CV transitions were too brief, listeners confused [l] with [n]. Specifically,
they reported that when the CV transition duration of [l] was as brief as 30 ms, it was
confused with nasals; whereas when the transition was between 60-70 ms, the confusion
disappeared. The results found here are partially in agreement with O’Connor et al.
finding: [l] had a significantly longer CV transition duration than [n], even though the
AE’s duration was much shorter than what O’Connor reported. CV transition is
confirmed to be a parameter to distinguish [l] from [n] in American English.
Such a distinction was not found in the Xinan data. As illustrated in Figure 5-5,
Xinan speakers exhibited the opposite pattern: CV transition of [n] was only slightly
longer than that of [l] in singletons ([l]: 18.87 ms, [n]: 19.86 ms) and clusters ([l]: 21.89
ms, [n]: 22.65 ms). The DFA revealed that CV transition as a classifying predictor could
successfully account for 88.9% cases of [n] and 37.5% cases of [l] in singletons
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[Eigenvalue = 0.64, Wilk’s Lambda = 0.94, p < 0.013]; and 89.5% cases of /n/ and 69.6%
of /l/ in clusters [Eigenvalue = 0.169, Wilk’s Lambda = 0.856, p < 0.001].
In order to compare duration of CV transition for AE and Xinan speakers in both
syllable positions, a repeated measures ANOVA was performed with Language (2 levels:
AE, Xinan) as the between-subjects factor and Syllable Structure (2 levels: singleton,
cluster) as the within-subject factor for both [l] and [n]. A significant main effect of the
factor Language was found for [l] in both singleton [F (1, 173)=15.110, p<0.000] and
cluster [F(1,89)=13.158, p<0.000]: the duration was longer for the AE speakers than
Xinan speakers. Such a difference is not found for [n]. That is, unlike English [l],
duration of CV transition for English [n] fell within the native range for Xinan speakers,
whereas CV transition for [l] did not fall within native range.
Spectral Properties of English [n] and [l]
A series of spectral properties of English [l] and [n] were measured. They included
formant frequencies (F1, F2, F3), their intensity (I1, I2, I3), and their bandwidths (B1,
B2, B3) measured at the midpoint of the consonant.
Frequency of the first three formants (F1, F2, F3) and difference between F2 and F1
Table 5-2 shows the mean formant frequencies for both female and male AE
speakers. As shown in the table, both F1 and F2 of [l] are higher than those of [n]. The
difference between F2 and F1 is larger for [n] than for [l]. These differences are true for
both female and male speakers.
A repeated measures ANOVA was run with Consonant (2 levels: [l] vs. [n]) and
Syllable Structure (2 levels: singleton vs. cluster) as the within-subjects factors for both
female and male separately. It was found that compared with [l], [n] in singleton has
lower F1 [female: F (1,25) = 29.290, p<0.001, male: F (1,23) = 10.156, p = 0.004], a
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higher F2 [female: F (1,25) = 15.270, p< 0.001, male: F (1,23) = 5.376, p = 0.03], and
greater difference between F2 and F1 [female: F(1,25)=28.287, p = 0.001, male: F(1,23)
= 9.050, p = 0.006], shown in Figure 5-4. In cluster, except for F2 of the male, [n] shows
the same pattern, as it is the singleton structure: lower F1 [female: F (1,19) = 8,780, p =
0.008, male: F (1,20) = 9.702, p = 0.006], higher F2 [female: F (1,19) = 23.308, p =
0.001], and greater difference between F2 and F1 [female: F (1,19) = 32.774, p < 0.001,
male: F (1,20) = 4.906, p = 0.039].
DFA revealed that F1, F3 and the difference between F1 and F2 are the three
predictors that can accurately place sounds into the two categories: [l] and [n]. The
percentage of cases that can be accounted for is very high, 97.9% for /n/ and 84.1% for /l/
(Eigenvalue is 1.803, Wilks’ Lambda is 0.357 with df = 3, p < 0.001).
For Xinan speakers, patterns similar to those of AE speakers were found. As shown
in Table 5-3, F1 of [l] is higher than that of [n], whereas F2 of [l] is lower than that of [n].
The difference between these two formants is larger for [n]. A repeated measure ANOVA
with Consonant as the within-subject factor, however, did not find a significant main
effect of Consonant. That is, although Xinan speakers’ formant frequencies of [l] and [n]
were different, their production did not significantly differ from each other in the way
that it did for native speakers.
Difference between the AE and Xinan groups in general is evident only in singleton
structures. A repeated measures ANOVA with Language as the between-subjects factor
and Consonant as the within-subject factor, revealed no significant main effects of the
factors for any of the formants in clusters. A repeated measures ANOVA with Syllable
Structure as the within-subject factor was run for both [l] and [n] in singletons. It was
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found that , for [n], F1 and F2 of the Xinan group are higher than those of the AE group
[F (1,95) = 31.049, p < 0.0001] [F (1, 95) = 5.358, p = 0.023]; for [l], F2 and the
difference between F2 and F1 of the Xinan group are higher than those of the AE group
[F (1, 74) = 48.003, p < 0.0001] [F (1, 74) = 45.902, p < 0.0001].
The general patterns of F1-F2-F3 for both females and males in the Xinan group
are almost identical between [l] and [n], as illustrated in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7. Both
consonants exhibit a pattern that is more similar to that of the [n] of the AE group.
F1 is usually taken to correlate with openness of the vocal tract during articulation
(Stevens, 1998). In liquids, F2-F1 could also be an indication of change in the front/back
dimension. Figure 5-8 illustrated the F2-F1 difference for both AE and Xinan speakers.
As demonstrated in this figure and confirmed by a repeated measure ANOVA with
Consonant (2 levels: [l], [n]) as the within-subject factor, F2-F1 of [l] of the AE group is
smaller than that of [n] [F (1, 74) = 15.06, p < 0.001]. This suggests that AE speakers’ [n]
is more front than their [l], although both are classified as alveolar. As also shown in
Figure 5-8 and confirmed by the repeated measures ANOVA with Language (2 levels:
AE, Xinan) as the between-subjects factor for both [l] and [n], F2-F1 of [l] produced by
the Xinan group is larger than that of the AE speakers [F (1, 74) = 12.32, p < 0.001],
suggesting that Xinan speakers’ [l] is more forward than that of the AE speakers.
Furthermore, the difference between F2 and F1 in [n] showed a marginal main effect of
the factor Language [F (1,74) = 3.81, p = 0.051]. In addition, while the AE group showed
a great difference between [l] and [n], such difference was not found in the Xinan group.
Bandwidth of the first three formants
This study found that the [n] of the AE group exhibited a sharp increase in F2
bandwidth compared to F1 bandwidth, and a similar increase, yet to a lesser degree for
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[l]’s bandwidth, was identified as shown in Table 5-4. A repeated measures ANOVA
with Consonant as the within-subjects factor for female and male speakers confirmed
these increase were significant (Female AE: F (1,25) = 25.328, p < 0.001; Male AE: F
(1,23) = 7.237, p = 0.013).
A repeated measures ANOVA with Consonant as the within-subjects factor
revealed that the production of /n/-words by Xinan speakers exhibited an increase in F2
bandwidth compared to F1 bandwidth, similar to AE speakers. There was also a similar
increase identified for [l] (Female Xinan: F (1,83) = 5.288, p = 0.024; Male Xinan: F
(1,37) = 9.808, p = 0.003); yet as with the AE speakers, [l]’s increased bandwidth was not
as large as [n]’s increased bandwidth. Details are listed in Table 5-5.
To compare between AE and Xinan speakers’ production, a repeated measures
ANOVA with Language as the between-subjects factors and Consonant as the withinsubjects factor for both female and male speakers, revealed that only the bandwidth of the
first formant, there was a significant difference between the two groups [female [n]: F
(1,64) = 9.982, p < 0.002; female [l]: no significance; male [n]: F(1,31) = 7.758, p <
0.009; male [l]: F(1,29) = 8.489, p < 0.007].
Previous studies have found that one spectral characteristics of [n] is highly
damped formants with wider bandwidth compared with oral consonants (Fant 1960,
Kurowski and Blumstein 1984, Stevens 1998). Due to a similar articulatory reason, when
the tongue is in the [l] configuration, there is also an increased bandwidth and decreased
prominence of the F2, which was confirmed by the current study.
Intensity of the first three formants
Table 5-6 shows the mean intensity of formants by AE speakers. As shown in the
table, intensities of the first three formants decrease as frequencies increase. Generally
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speaking, [l] had a more prominent F1 and F2 than [n]. A repeated measures ANOVA
with Consonant as the within-subjects factor confirmed that there was a significant
difference between [l] and [n] for the intensity of F2 [F (1, 41) = 15.235, p < 0.001]. This
finding is in agreement with the change of bandwidth found in the previous section.
The same procedure used for the AE group was adopted to analyze formant
intensity for the Xinan group, that is, intensity for all three formants at the steady-state
during the consonant was measured, and the results are presented in Table 5-7. As shown
in this table, intensity of [l] is greater than that of [n] for all three formants. A repeated
measures ANOVA with Consonant as the within-subjects factor revealed significant
differences between [l] and [n] in the intensities of F1 and F2 [F (1, 40) = 8.325, p <
0.001; F (1, 40) = 12.781, p < 0.001].
A comparison of the production between AE and Xinan speakers suggests that, the
Xinan speakers exhibited a pattern in intensity similar to the AE group for [n](as shown
in Figure 5-9), which was confirmed by a one-way ANOVA with Language as the
between-subjects factor for intensities of the three formants [F (1, 40) = 2.84, p = 0.10]..
The intensity dropped sharply for F2 and the decrease was larger than that of [l]. The
Xinan group’s [l] pattern was more similar to the [n] intensity pattern than to that of the
AE [l] pattern. Generally speaking, [l] had a more prominent F1 and F2 than [l].
Rate of Mean Intensity Change
For singletons, a repeated measure of ANOVA with Consonant as the withinsubjects factor revealed that neither AE nor Xinan speakers showed differences between
[l] and [n]’s rate of mean intensity change. To compare between the two groups
according to syllable structure, a repeated measures ANOVA with Language as the
between-subjects factor was run for each syllable structure for both [l] and [n]. The
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statistical results are presented in Table 5-8. As shown in this table, for cluster, both AE
and Xinan speakers showed significant differences, but with different patterns. Figure 510 suggests that the Xinan speakers had a greater ratio for [n] than for [l], whereas the AE
speakers showed the opposite pattern. Such a difference is only evident for [n].
Spectral Moments of the Consonant
Four spectral moments were calculated: the Center of Gravity (COG), the Standard
Deviation (STD), Skewness, and Kurtosis. Values of the four moments are separately
presented in Figure 5-11, Figure 5-12, Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14.
A repeated measures ANOVA with Consonant as the within-subjects factor in the
AE group showed an effect of Consonant in three out of the four moments: COG [F (1,
110) = 12.019, p < 0.001], STD [F (1, 110) = 8.201, p = 0.03], and Skewness [F (1,110) =
20.576, p < 0.001]. As shown in Figure 5-11, [n] had a lower center of gravity at around
250 Hz, than [l], which had energy centered around 350 Hz. Though both had low
frequency prominence, [n] demonstrated an energy corresponding to a nasal murmur. As
illustrated in Figure 5-12, [n] also had a smaller Standard Deviation, which means that its
energy is more closely distributed around the center within a range of about 70 Hz. [l]
had prominence spread out within a range of about 130 Hz around the center. Predictably
the distribution of the energy of [n] was more left-skewed than [l], as its center of gravity
was positioned at the lower frequency end of the spectrum, the average value of which is
illustrated in Figure 5-14 . As demonstrated in Figure 5-13, [n] also had a greater
Kurtosis value than [l], which suggests that both consonants had clearly defined peaks in
the spectrum. This is not unexpected since both consonants involve a bifurcation of the
vocal cavity and had antiformants in the resonance.
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In order to test the distinguishing function of the moments, values were submitted
for the Discriminant Function Analysis (DFA). Of the four moments, COG and skewness
satisfied that criteria and were entered in the analysis (DF coefficient is 0.710 and –
0.425). Overall 78.8% of the grouped cases were correctly classified using these two
predictors. Specifically, the classification accuracy for /n/ is 83.9% and 72.9% for /l/
(Wilks' Lambda=0.620, df = 2, p<0.0001) respectively. Eigenvalue for the function is
0.613 and accounts for 100% of the variance.
For the Xinan group, [n] has a center of gravity at 325 Hz, which is lower than that
of [l], which is at 390 Hz. The Standard. Deviation is, however, the same for both
consonants, which means both extend the energy within a range about 100 Hz.
Correspondingly, the Skewness for [n] is larger than that of [l], suggesting a distribution
that is more left-skewed for [n] than for [l]. The Kurtosis value is similar for the two
consonants.
For the Xinan group, Skewness and Kurtosis satisfied the criteria and were entered
in the analysis (DF coefficient is 1.078 and –0.614). Overall, 67.0% of the grouped cases
were correctly classified using the two predictors. Specifically [n] was better classified
with an accuracy rate of 88.1%, whereas only 39.6% of the /l/ was correctly classified
(Wilks’ Lambda = 0.903, df = 2, p < 0.000. Eigenvalue for the function is 0.108,
accounting for 100% of the variances).
Analysis of the Constriction Release
The three consecutive glottal pulses investigated were: the pulse immediately
before the consonantal release; at the release; and the pulse immediately after the release.
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Track of the F1 and F2 frequency
Overall, F1 and F2 for both consonants increase as the articulation moves from
the consonant to the vowel. For the AE group [l] had a higher F1 and a lower F2 than the
[n] at all three points. Those values are listed in Table 5-9. Value differences between
every two consecutive points were calculated to examine the extent of frequency change.
As shown in Table 5-9, generally, F1 increased along with the movement from release
into CV transition, and F2 increased in before the release and decreases after it. The
extent of increase from before the release to the release point was greater for [l] than [n].
The distance of change from the release to the CV transition had a reversed pattern: that
of [n] was greater than that of [l]. The second phase increase was sharper than the first
phase for [n]. The increase of F2 in the first phase was larger than that of F1 in the same
phase.
For Xinan speakers, F1 and F2 for both consonants increased as the articulation
moved from the consonant to the vowel. Results showed an interesting pattern for the
Xinan group’s production. The tracks of F1, F2, and F2-F1 were almost identical for the
Xinan [l] and [n], and they looked more similar to that of the AE [l]. The similarities
were more clearly illustrated in Figure 5-15, Figure 5-16, and Figure 5-17 respectively.
Track of the F2 intensity
The prominence of F2 increased from immediately before to after the release of
constriction. No difference was found between [l] and [n], nor between AE and Xinan
speakers (report stats). Figure 5-18 illustrates the intensity of F2 for both AE and Xinan
speakers. Overall, [l] had a stronger prominence than [n] for both AE and Xinan speakers
[F (1, 74) = 6.21, p = 0.022] [F (1, 95) = 7.21, p = 0.01].
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A two-dimension spectrum was calculated to capture antiformants, which are
shown in the following figures from 5-19 through Figure 5-22. The spectra were
calculated from a narrowband spectrogram of ‘Lee’ and “knee” produced by a male
speaker AE 6 (Figure 5-19 and Figure 5-20) and a male speaker Xinan 6 (Figure 5-21 and
Figure 5-22). In the figures, the plain line represents the pulse before the release. The
dash line is the spectra at the release. The dotted line is taken at the pulse after the
release. As can be seen in Figure 5-19, the intensity of formants of [l] produced by AE 6
bumps up at the release and afterwards. Antiformants are identified before the release
(the plain line) at around 1500 Hz and below 3500 Hz, and an antiformant occurs below
1500 Hz at the release (the dash line).
Figure 5-20 shows the spectra of “knee”. More antiformants are observed in this
spectrum. They occur both before and after the release in the low frequency range around
500-800 Hz and 1500-2000 Hz, and also in the higher frequency range of 3000-4000 Hz.
Figure 5-21 shows the spectra of “Lee” produced by the speaker Xinan 6.
Antiformants are identified in the frequency range of 1500-2000 Hz and 3000-4000 Hz.
Figure 5-22 shows the spectra of “knee” of the same speaker. Antiformants are observed
around 1500 Hz and 3500 Hz.
Vowel Nasalization
Nasals are produced with the velum lowered. After the release of the oral
constriction of a nasal, the relatively slow moving velum spreads a ‘nasal murmur’ onto
the following vowel, causing nasality of the vowel. The interplay between the nasal and
oral cavities results in lower formants with an increased bandwidth and damped
amplitude compared to an oral vowel (Johnson 2001).
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Neither an ANOVA nor the DFA found any statistical significance in the spectral
correlates of nasalization measured for [l] and [n], nor between the AE and Xinan
speakers. The results suggest that correlates of nasality may not be an effective acoustic
cue for classification of /l/ and /n/. Such a similarity may be due to an articulatory reason:
[l] is formed by a central constriction at around the alveolar and a curl-up of the tongue
side(s) to the palatal; upon releasing [l] into a vowel-like position, the tongue’s central
body and its sides need to move into the same articulation position. Such coordination
may take time and serve a similar function as that of the velum in nasal.
Discussion
In summary, this chapter examined eight series of acoustical parameters in order to
find out which acoustic cues serve as effective cues to distinguish distinction between
English [l] and [n]. It was found that AE speakers, showed differences between [l] and
[n] in all dimensions but the vowel nasalization. Table 5-10 reports the dimensions in
which AE and Xinan speaker demonstrated differences between [l] and [n].
The Xinan speakers however, predictably showed differences in a far less numbers
of these dimensions. Moreover, this chapter demonstrated that certain acoustical
parameters can be used to predict the classification between /l/ and /n/, (e.g., duration of
CV transition, frequencies of F1 and F2, bandwidth and intensity of F1 and F2, spectral
moments, and spectral properties of glottal pulses at the constriction release).
In regard to the implication to the relationship between speech perception and
production, or to answer the question about whether perceptual training results in
improved production, results from this study are not able to reach any conclusive claims.
As shown in previous sections, Xinan speakers could not distinguish [l] and [n] in these
acoustic dimensions even in a close-to-native-like fashion after significantly improved in
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the domain of perception. This discrepancy may be accounted for from several
perspectives. First, as reviewed in Chapter 3, perception and production are related to
each other through articulatory gestures, inaccurate perception of articulation may result
in inaccurate configuration of articulators in production. Secondly, as discussed in
previous chapters, it may take time for the L2 learners to apply perception learning to
production; therefore, production immediately after training may not reflect transfer from
perceptual training. Moreover, the limited number of differences between Xinan
speakers’ [l] and [n] cannot be taken as evidence that perceptual training leads to
production improvement, because there is no data prior training to compare with. It can
only be safely concluded that Xinan speakers cannot distinguish English [l] and [n] after
perceptual improvement.
Onset of the consonant

Onset of the vowel

0.1145

0

-0.1202
0 Duration of the consonant [ l ]
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Transition

Duration of the steady-state of the vowel [ i ] 0.294853
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Figure 5-1. Waveform of the word “Lee” produced by the speaker AE-5.
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Figure 5-2. Broadband spectrogram of “Lee” produced by AE-5.

Figure 5-3. Waveform of “Lee” produced by AE-5.
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Figure 5-4 Mean consonantal duration in two syllable structures by AE and Xinan
speakers.
Table 5-1. Mean comparison of consonantal duration produced by Xinan and AE
speakers.
XINAN-AE Mean (ms)

df

F

Sig.

[n] in singleton

-10.240

1, 49 0.322

0.573

[n] in cluster

-50.601

1,42

9.819

0.003

[l] in singleton

63.751

1,44 11.198

0.002

[l] in cluster

31.173

1,66 17.608

0.000
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Figure 5-5 Mean CV duration in two syllable structures by Xinan and AE speakers.
Table 5-2 Formant frequency of the consonant in syllable singleton for all AE speakers.
Female /n/ Mean Std. Error Female /l/ Mean Std. Error
F1
291.32 12.32
408.34 18.53
F2
1565.1 75.59
1138.9 41.72
F2-F1 1273.7 68.56
730.6 50.54
Male /n/
Male /l/
F1
306.35 9.86
398.37 27.14
F2
1676.3 106.7
1181.4 184.85
F2-F1 1369.9 103.41
783.05 165.43
Table 5-3 Formant frequency of the consonant in syllable singleton for Xinan female and
male speakers.
/n/
/l/
Male /n/
/l/
Female
Std. Error
Std. Error
Std. Error
Std. Error
(Hz)
(Hz)
(Hz)
(Hz)
F1

449.56

9.50

485.88

21.42

F1 280.72

7.05

328.89

20.03

F2 1923.84 56.85 1926.19 50.30

F2 1512.52 51.86 1564.69 17.22

F21 1474.28 54.26 1440.31 59.45

F21 1231.80 52.36 1235.79 27.32
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Figure 5-6 Mean formant frequencies for AE and Xinan female speakers.
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Figure 5.7 Mean formant frequencies for AE and Xinan male speakers.
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Figure 5-8 Mean values for F2-F1 for both AE and Xinan speakers.
Table 5-4 Bandwidth of F1, F2, F3 of AE speakers.
Female /n/ Mean(Hz)Std. ErrorFemale /l/ Mean(Hz)Std. Error
B1
136.12 17.01
155.92 26.33
B2
804.26 64.11
275.97 78.01
B3
510.19 87.28
868.13 185.84
Male /n/
Male /l/
B1
281.32 41.58
189.27 39.01
B2
954.69 145.87
432.87 127.85
B3
436.43 218.68
344.97 73.41
Table 5-5 Bandwidth of F1, F2, F3 of Xinan speakers.
Female Mean (Hz)Std. Error Female Mean (Hz)Std. Error
/n/
/l/
B1
252.62
21.02
B1
213.63
19.51
B2
634.16
102.98 B2
310.54
86.76
B3
654.80
127.11 B3
899.53
123.18
Male
Male
/n/
/l/
B1
165.00
20.78
B1
93.64
7.30
B2
623.90
99.54
B2
276.26
37.79
B3
424.62
63.25
B3
397.33
61.956
Table 5-6 Mean intensities of individual formants of AE speakers.
Intensity of F1 Std. Intensity of F2 Std. Intensity of F3 Std.
(dB)
Error
(dB)
Error
(dB)
Error
AE-n
AE-l

19.00
22.84

2.82
2.95

-5.77
12.75

1.99
3.32

-0.38
-4.67

1.92
2.60
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mean intensity(dB)

Table 5-7 Mean intensities of individual formants by Xinan Speakers.
Std.
Std.
Std. Error
I1 (dB) Error I2 (dB) Error I3 (dB)
XINAN-n 5.98
3.53 -10.22 3.21 -2.61
2.36
XINAN-l 17.88
3.08 3.56
2.24 2.15
2.07
25
20
15
10
5
0
-5
-10
-15

AE-n
CN-n
AE-l
CN-l

I1

I2

I3

Figure 5-9 Intensity of the first three formants for AE and Xinan speakers.

mean intensity ratio(dB/ms)

Table 5-8 Rate of intensity change from right before the release into the vowel.
SYLLABLE
Mean Std.
F-statistics
(dB/ms) Error
Singleton
[n] Xinan 40.86 10.14
F (1,88) = 4.010, p < 0.50
AE 72.64 9.57
[l] Xinan 25.26 12.64
No significance
AE 53.06 22.97
Cluster
[n] Xinan 163.24 24.14 F (1,38) = 6.011, p <
0.019
AE 98.43 9.44
[l] Xinan 92.31 23.89
No significance
AE 126.06 9.12

200
150
Xinan
AE

100
50
0
n-s

l-s

n-c

l-c

Figure 5-10 Comparison of the rate of intensity change between AE and Xinan speakers
(n-s: /n/ in singleton, n-c: /n/ in cluster).
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Figure 5-11 Center of Gravity for AE and Xinan speakers.
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Figure 5-12 Standard Deviation for AE and Xinan speakers.
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Xinan-n
Xinan-l
AE-n
AE-l
100.00

88.04
67.37
56.29

50.00
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5.69

3.61
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Figure 5-13 Kurtosis for AE and Xinan speakers.
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Figure 5.14 Skewness for AE speakers and Xinan speakers.
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Table 5-9 Frequencies of F1 and F2 measured at the three consecutive pulses represented
by A, B, and C of AE speakers.
AE-n N Mean Std. Error AE-l N Mean Std. Error
AF1 29 309.89 9.67 AF1 29 442.22 31.97
BF1
340.44 13.38 BF1 554.22 57.60
CF1
400.85 19.42 CF1 538.27 43.97
AF2 1797.59 51.77 AF2 1309.00 119.72
BF2 2005.25 36.62 BF2 1477.05 128.12
CF2 2020.43 47.45 CF2 1438.25 92.18

600
Xinan-n
Ae-n
Xinan-l
AE-l

500
400
300
200
AF1

BF1

CF1

Figure 5-15 Comparison of F1 track by AE and Xinan speakers.
2500

2000
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1500
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Figure 5-16 Comparison of F1 track by AE and Xinan speakers.
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2000
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Xinan-n
AE-N
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1000
500
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BF2-1

CF2-1

Figure 5-17 Comparison of F2-F1 track by AE and Xinan speakers.
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Figure 5-18 Comparison of F2 intensity track between AE and Xinan speakers.

Figure 5-19 Two-dimension spectra of “Lee” by the speaker AE 5.
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Figure 5-20 Two-dimension spectra of “knee” produced by the speaker AE 5.

Figure 5-21 Two-dimension spectra of “Lee” produced by the speaker Xinan 6.
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Figure 5-22 Two-dimension spectra of “knee” produced by the speaker Xinan 6.
Table 5-10 Acoustic dimensions that [l] and [n] contrast in the production of AE and
Xinan speakers
AE
Xinan
1
Duration of CV transition
F2 bandwidth
2
Consonant F1, F2, F2-F1
F1 and F2 intensity
3
F2 bandwidth
2 spectral moments
4
F1 and F2 intensity
5
4 Spectral moments
6
Constriction release

CHAPTER 6
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This dissertation aimed to investigate the ability of adult native Chinese speakers of
Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan dialects to perceptually identify English syllable-initial [l] and
[n]. Its second aim was to test if such ability could be improved through laboratory
training. An acoustic analysis of English [l] and [n] produced by American English (AE)
speakers and that produced by Xinan speakers after the training aimed to investigate the
acoustic cues employed by the AE speakers and Xinan speakers. Another aim of the
acoustic analysis was to examine if the perceptual training can be transferred to
production ability without further production training.
Differences in the phonemic status and the distribution of /l/ and /n/ in NM,
Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan dialects of Chinese provided a most interesting testing ground
for predictions generated by speech perception theories in general and for current crosslanguage speech perception models in particular. According to three most cited current
cross-language speech perception models, namely the Native Language Magnet (NLM),
the Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) and the Speech Learning Model (SLM), native
speakers of NM, Jianghuai, Xinan and Gan should exhibit varying degrees of difficulty in
their identification of English [l] and [n]. Specifically, NM speakers should have no
difficulty perceiving the two non-native sounds. Jianghuai and Xinan speakers, on the
other hand, should perceive the non-native contrast poorly, because these speakers would
assimilate the two sounds into a single L1 category. Gan speakers should assimilate the
non-native sounds into either one L1 category in non-low vowel context or two L1
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categories in a high vowel environment, Their ability to identify English [n] and [l] was,
therefore, predicted to be excellent in a high vowel context, but to be poor in other vowel
conditions. Overall, Gan speakers’ performance was expected to be moderate to good.
Moreover, the ability to identify English [l] and [n] among all three groups of speakers
should improve after short-term laboratory perceptual training. All speakers should also
generalize their learning in training to new AE speakers.
The results obtained indicate that only some of the predictions based on perceptual
assimilation patterns generated at the phonemic level concerning relative degrees of
perceptual difficulty predicted for the three dialect groups were upheld. That is, the
excellent performance shown by NM speakers and the poor performance exhibited
among Xinan speakers were as predicted. However, the prediction that Jianghuai and
Xinan speakers would perform equally poor was not supported. Contrary to the
prediction, Jianghuai speakers’ performance was found to be superior to that of Xinan
speakers. The difference across the three dialects could, however, be accounted for
conceptually by NLM by referring to psycho acoustical dissimilarity between the location
of perceived non-native contrast and the prototype in the native category. Therefore, the
current results suggest that not only phonemic differences between L1 and L2 determine
L2 perception difficulty, but that cross-language differences at the phonetic level also
contribute to the degree of discriminability of non-native contrasts.
In addition to the perceptual patterns and the degrees of perceptual difficulty, it was
predicted that phonetic factors, i.e., syllable structures and vowel contexts, would affect
the perception. Results from the pretest showed that these two factors did influence the
perception of English [l] and [n], and that such influence was evident in the identification
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performance of all speakers of Jianghuai, Xinan, and Gan. Specifically, it was found that
identification of [n] was facilitated in a high vowel context while identification of [l] was
enhanced in a low vowel context. One may speculate that a lower F1 in a high vowel
enhances the acoustic salience of nasal murmur whose spectrum is dominated by lowfrequency resonance while a higher F1 in a low vowel facilitates the perception of [l],
with a relatively higher-frequency dominant spectrum. Interestingly, the varying
facilitating effects of vowel contexts in [l] and [n] were also true for Gan speakers, who
were predicted to show more accurate identification for both sounds in high vowel
contexts. These results suggest that the spectral features of the following vowels (i.e.
locations of vowel formants) have a universal influence in perceiving certain non-native
contrasts. NM speakers’ identification, however, did not vary across vowel contexts. One
possible reason is that their performance reached ceiling effects. Another explanation is
the influence of their native dialects. In NM, /l/ and /n/ are two separate phonemes as they
are in English, NM speakers are more familiar with the contrast than Jianghuai, Xinan,
and Gan speakers, who have less experience with such a contrast, which is absent in their
L1s. Therefore, it is possible that the effect of vowel contexts in the perception of a nonnative contrast is only evident when L2 learners are not familiar with the sounds.
Similarly, syllable structure was also found to play a role in the perception of English [l]
and [n]. Syllable-initial singletons resulted in a more accurate identification than clusters
for all dialect groups, except NM speakers who had equally excellent accuracy in both
syllable structures. As none of the dialects investigated allows clusters in syllable initial
or final positions, it may be concluded that L1 phonotactic rules play a role in L2
perception. As NM speakers, however, are equally unfamiliar with syllable clusters as
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speakers of other three dialects, the difference in their accuracy can only be attributed to
L1 influence. NM speakers have relatively more experience with [l] and [n], which is a
benefit from their L1. Such a familiarity helps them overcome the inexperience with a
novel syllable structure. In conclusion, phonetic factors play an important role in the
perception of English [l] and [n], and the degree of the influence is lower with more
experience with the L2 sounds.
Another interesting finding in this study is that all participants showed better
identification of [n] than of [l] in the pre-test, but such a difference disappeared in the
post-test. That is, [n] was easier to perceive than [l] in the pretest, but the amount of
improvement in the identification of [n] was not as significant as that of [l]. It is possible
that English [n] contains acoustic information that is sensitive to dialect speakers’ ears.
As there are no phonetic parameters of Chinese dialects’ [l] and [n], it can only be
speculated that English [n] is similar to Chinese [n] to a higher degree than Chinese [l].
Concerning the amount of training effect, the average amount of perceptual gain
(5.8%) was smaller that those reported in other studies (Bradlow et al. 1997, Yamada et
al. 1993). Bradlow et al. (1997) and Yamada et al. (1993) both reported more than a 10 %
improvement in the perception of English liquids by adult Japanese speakers. The
differences between this study and theirs may be attributed to several factors. First, their
studies contained longer perceptual training, which totaled 45 sessions and lasted 3 to 4
weeks. Secondly, their target non-native contrast is different from the contrast examined
by the current study. As reviewed in Chapter 2, it has been established that [ ] and [l]
differ from each other at the F3 transition. Previous studies have shown that [l] and [n]
are acoustically similar and perceptually confusing. There, however, has been no
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conclusion on which dimensions [l] and [n] directly contrast each other. It could be that
the contrast studied in this dissertation is perceptually more difficulty than the pair of
liquids.
Compared to the study on perception of English [l] and [n] by Schmidt et al.
(1997), the amount of improvement found in our study is promising, as Schmidt et al. did
not find any improvement in their participants’ perception from their training. The
differences can be attributed to the following factors. First, different perceptual tasks
were used in the two studies. Schmidt et al. used a fading method with synthesized
stimuli, whereas ours used an ID task with natural stimuli. The ID task as examined in
Chapter 4 has been shown to be superior in training. Secondly, different types of stimuli
were used in the two studies. Our study used natural stimuli produced by multiple
speakers, which provided more robustness and variability in input than synthesized
stimuli in their study. In conclusion, the training method using the identification task in
our study is effective in improving ability to perceptually distinguishing English [l] and
[n].
In addition to the study on perception, this dissertation investigated the production
of English [l] and [n] by both AE and Xinan speakers. As reviewed in Chapter 3, a
number of general theories concerning speech perception and production (Motor Theory,
Direct Realist Theory) postulated a close link between speech perception and production.
In the context of cross-language speech perception research, these theories predict that
improved perception ability through either laboratory training or increased exposure to
the target language in a natural setting would result in improved production without
specific production training. Thus far, this prediction has been supported by empirical
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evidence obtained in previous studies on cross-language speech perception (Bradlow et
al. 1997, Yamada et al. 1993).
Although hard evidence as to whether the training in the current study resulted in
improved production is lacking, as pre-training production was not measured and then
compared to post-training production, acoustic analyses of English [l] and [n] produced
by Xinan speakers after the four-day perception training suggests that improved
perception did not readily result in improved production. That is, while the production of
English [l] and [n] produced by native English speakers were distinguished by seven
acoustic dimensions; Xinan speakers production of [l] and [n] was hardly distinguishable.
Additionally, production of English [l] and [n] by Xinan speakers differs, to a varying
extent, from those produced by native English speakers in all acoustic dimensions
examined.
Based on the results from the acoustic analysis, it cannot be concluded as to which
acoustic dimensions of the L1 phonetic system influenced Xinan speakers’ articulation of
English sounds, as no acoustical parameters of native [n] in Xinan were available. Only
in one early piece of literature, Zhao and Li (1939:172) were the phonetic features of
Xinan /n/ briefly mentioned. In this work, Xinan /n/ was described as a ‘nasal-oral’ sound
that was similar to both /n/ and /l/ in northern sub-dialects of Mandarin. On the other
hand, two factors can account for the lack of distinction between [n] and [l] in the
production of Xinan speakers. First, as reviewed in Chapters 3 and 4, perceptual training
effects may not immediately transfer to production; such a transfer process takes effort to
achieve configuring articulators accordingly. As Xinan speakers were recorded
immediately after training, they may have not applied their learning in the perceptual
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training to their production. Secondly, the non-distinction may be due to a relatively
small amount of input, as participants had only four days in training, much shorter
compared to the month-long training provided in previous studies on Japanese speakers’
acquisition of English / / and /l/. Thirdly, the inability to produce the difference between
English [l] and [n] could be attributed to their limited improvement in perception. That is,
even though significantly improved from the pre-test, their overall identification accuracy
only reached 61.10% after training, suggesting that Xinan speakers still cannot
consistently detect phonetic differences between [n] and [l]. According to the speech
Learning Model, new categories in L2 will be established only after L2 learners detect
the difference between L2 and L1 sounds. With this level of performance, it would be too
mature to conclude that Xinan speakers have learned to perceive the difference between
English [l] and [n], and that new phonetic categories have been formed for these two
English sounds among this group of speakers. It is possible that improved perception
without categorical formation is not sufficient for production to be improved (or
something along this line) Therefore, the result of the production experiment should not
be taken as evidence against the hypothesis that perception and production are intricately
connected to and benefit from each other.
In conclusion, the results of the perception and production experiments conducted
in this study suggest that perceptually identifying English [l] and [n] by adult Chinese
speakers from three dialects is difficult, and that the degree of perceptual difficulty
depends on phonemic and phonetic differences between their L1 and English. Factors
like vowel context and syllable structure were found to influence perception. Moreover,
their ability to identify English [l] and [n] can be improved through training as short as
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four days. Unfortunately, however, Xinan speakers’ do not appear able to distinguish
English [l] and [n] in their production, even after perceptual training.
There is, of course, space for improvement for this study. One improvement for
future studies would be to include more minimal pairs of English words to contrast [l]
and [n] not only syllable-initially, but also in other syllable positions. Moreover, more
subjects could be recruited from each dialect group. Equal number of subjects in all
groups would increase the reliability of the statistical analysis. In a word, the higher
variability in stimuli and subjects will enhance any conclusions concerning the effects of
L1 phonetic characteristics and phonotactic rules on L2 perception. Secondly, in order to
further testify predictions concerning discrimination of non-native contrasts generated by
PAM, same-different (SD) discrimination tasks should be incorporated in the perception
experiment. The inclusion of SD tasks would enable us to examine degrees of
discriminability of non-native contrasts and to compare the discriminability between
within-category and between-category contrasts.
Thirdly, as suggested in the previous section, a study comparing native Chinese
speakers’ production before and after perceptual training would shed light on the
relationship between perception and production. In addition to an acoustical analysis of
production, other means of analysis, such as judgments by native English speakers or
self-assessment can be employed to obtain psychoacoustical parameters in the perception
of [n] and [l]. The psychoacoustical parameters can be used to test the predictions
generated by NLM, to further investigate the different perceptual patterns between
Jianghuai and Xinan speakers who perceived the non-native contrast into a single L1
category; and also to examine goodness fitting of Gan speakers’ perception of [l] and [n].
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What’s more, in order to test training effects over the long term, a perception test
and a production test can be run one or two months after the training. Synthesized stimuli
differing across various acoustic dimensions could also be used in a discrimination test,
in order to test the hypothesis that perception of L2 contrasts is weighed by the phonetic
or psychoacoustical differences and similarities between perceived L2 sounds and L1
prototypes.
The current research can also be complemented by studies using other
methodologies. For example, an X-ray, ultrasound, or fMRI study can be implemented to
examine the tongue position when [n] and [l] are produced in both English and in
Chinese dialects. Results along this line will provide empirical evidence as to whether
visual stimuli (showing the face of the speaker) should be incorporated into perception
training. Previous studies have showed that visual information facilitates speech
perception (McGurk and McDonald 1976, Saldana and Rosenblum 1993). Additionally, a
physics analysis can be run to investigate the dynamic airflow through the nasal and oral
cavities to corroborate the findings of the acoustic study; as well as to provide evidence
for an accurate phonetic description of the Xinan /n/.
In conclusion, results from the study at hand not only provide insight into the
understanding and modification of current models and theories on cross-language speech
perception and speech production, but also provide valuable information in pedagogical
domains. In foreign language teaching, language teachers can use such information to
guide their class designing. As generally accepted that perception precedes production,
the inclusion of perception training with natural stimuli would be very helpful in teaching
non-native sounds. For classrooms where lab teaching is available, the result in training
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methods from this study can be applied. Foreign language teaching can incorporate an
identification task using natural stimuli as well as synthesized stimuli, which are
enhanced at certain acoustic dimensions. For classrooms where lab training is not
available, teaching can be compensated by listening to a variety of minimal pairs
produced by native speakers, as we have shown that natural stimuli provide a high and
robust variability in input. Further more, this study serves to fill up the gap in the
literature on acoustic characteristics of English [l] and [n]. For American English
speakers, [l] and [n] differ not only in temporal dimensions, but also in spectral
dimensions. More importantly, differences between the two sounds are found in “new”
acoustic dimensions, such as in spectral moments and spectral features measured around
the glottal pulses at the constriction release. Moreover, acoustic characteristics of Xinan
speakers’ production of the two sounds in English provide valuable information to future
studies on speech perception and production among these particular speakers. Finally,
findings from the acoustic analysis at hand provide parameters, which can be used in
autonomous speech recognition by machines, and in developing models in signal
processing. In conclusion, cross-language studies of /l/ and /n/, which are improved upon
through various linguistic perspectives and interdisciplinary approaches, can provide
useful information in various domains.

APPENDIX
DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION ANALYSIS
DFA is a statistical procedure that is useful for situations where a predictive model
of group membership is desired based on observed characteristics of each case. “The
procedure generates a discriminant function based on linear combinations of the predictor
variables that provide the best discrimination between the groups” (SPSS Tutorial 2001).
DFA can be used for exploratory and predictive purposes: it can be used to determine
whether there are differences among the average scores of a series of variables for two or
more groups; to determine which variable can account for these differences; to classify
variables; and to investigate how groups are discriminated. Applied to acoustic data, DFA
can be used to classify tokens into two or more groups (e.g., manner or place of
articulation) using a set of predictors (e.g., acoustic cues). This analysis has been shown
to be effective in place of articulation classification of consonants (Arabic fricatives:
Alkhairy 2005, English fricatives: Jongman et al. 2000, voiceless obstruents: Nissen
2003).
DFA in this dissertation used a step-wise method in which only the predictor
(acoustic dimensions) that minimized Wilks’ Lambda was entered at any given step. The
Wilk’s Lambda is used to test the null hypothesis that the cases have identical means on
the discriminant function coefficients, that is, acoustic cues were equal in their abilities to
discriminate English [l] and [n]. The smaller the Wilks lambda is, the more doubt is cast
upon the null hypothesis. The criteria for entry into each step in the DFA analysis was set
at p = 0.05 and at p = 0.10 for removal. Also, since the levels of the dependent variables
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(/n/ vs. /l/) had unequal numbers of cases, the Prior Probabilities for group membership
were calculated from the group size. The Prior Probabilities for groups show how many
percentages of the cases can be accounted for using the independent variables (acoustic
dimensions). The output of the DFA has a series of statistic parameters. The Eigenvalue
is an indication of how much each discrimination function contributes to the analysis.
The value of Wilks’ Lambda indicates the degree of effectiveness of discriminant
functions. Finally, DFA provides classification results on what percentage of the original
cases could be correctly classified into the predicted membership groups (/n/ vs. /l/).
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